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lztvz.;, Ky."so
Rain Delayssrer;:;;Pet'y Operations;
Late October Opening Planned

A Little Re-phrasing
In today's paper you will find another
"Sample Ballot" of the City of Fulton "primary" election upcoming on September
18th. County Court Clerk Dee Langford, in
having the ballot run again, pointed out that
the statement made last week to "vote for
eight" is ini error. Each voter will vote for
four of e 13:candidates, and the top eight
will be
ced on the November general election bal t, at which time the top four will
be electexi.
Brio Now. Brown Cow?
Youn
thy Tom" Emberton is making a big
y splash around these parts,
and I am
that this advertising agents
are being
11 to do it. But there is one
thing that s
in a lot of craws around
here that eit
Toothy Tom or his advertising agents n
to explain. We have heard
the comment a act of times lately, and it goes
like this:
The sales tax on food brings in a lot of
money, some say $50 million a year.
If Tom says he can take the sales tax off
of food, he's got to replace it with some other
taxes that are going to bring in a whole lot of
money. If he says he doesn't need to raise
money some other way, then old Louie must
not be needing all this money that is now
coming in, so what is he doing with it???
If Tom intends to quit taxing one pocket
but just take more out of the other one,
who's he kidding??
Carroll Knicely, publisher of the Glasgow (Ky) DAILY TIMES in Governor
Louie's home town, may have put his finger
on the continuing Republican strategy. In a
recent column complimenting Governor
Louie on a good job, Knicely stated that
"few can honestly fault his raising the
sales tax to 5 percent, even though he promised NO NEW TAXES".
So what's new, Tom? Are you going to
take 'em off of food and double 'em on something else???
Some Oid Statistics
In 1919 -Henrylrord the first was in Chi-•
cago as plaintiff in a libel suit against the
Chicago Tribune. A reporter by the name of
Fowler was there covering the trial.
• — Ford liked Fowler, and trusted him not
to print what was said in confidence.
During a long walk one day, Fowler asked Ford to tell him his favorite motor car
(excluding his own).
'The best car,' said Ford, 'is the Franklin.'
'Not too many persons think so,' said
Fowler. The public doesn't appear to like
the shape of the hood, for one thing. And I
hear that the company is in for some rough
times.'
'The public,' said Ford, 'sometimes has
a cinder in its eye. The Franklin is the most
honest car, except the Ford. It is light, easier
on tires, and it has an air-cooled engine. All
engines could, and should, be air-cooled. Just
as all batteries should be dry. But it would
cost everyone a fortune to re-tool for these
sensible things.'
In the 1918 Franklin catalogue was
found this statement:'The Franklin car, under supervision of the Automobile Club of
America, ran 83.5 miles on one gallon of gasoline. (June 20, 1913.)
On July 13, 1917, 179 stock Franklin
cars, throughout the country, averaged 40.3
miles to a single gallon of gasoline.
The manufacturer also claimed double
tire mileage, depreciation cut in half, and
great reliability, safety, and comfort.
Why did the Franklin cease manufacture? The real reasons are now forgotten,
but at that time I suspect people were more
interested in price of car than mileage per
gallon.
That Fifty Cents we saved thirty years
ago by forgoing a haircut will now buy onefourth of a haircut.
If We Had Everything we wanted we
wouldn't like what we had.
Nobody Knows all the answers, so it's
no reflection on you if you don't either.
Why Not pick up the phone and solve
that problem?
If Mankind Had a chance to make the
world over, it probably would look exactly
as it is today, or worse.
We Help Others when we go ahead, and
we are helped when others go ahead; that's
why we should always take a constructive
view of things.

1(Intgen1;::::

Number 36

gan a week ahead of schedule
during the latter part of April.
The structure covers 45,000
square feet of space. A warehouse covers an additional 5,000
square feet.
In addition to the latex department, the plant includes
emulsions, tubing, and packaging departments, and a shipment room.
Eveateally, the industry will
employ 50-60 persons, but according to Mr. Vinson, about
The Hadley Plant, located on is accessible by
a dirt drive- 20 workers will be employed
a seven acre area on North way which was made
impass- initially.
College Street adjacent to the able by rain last
Open house for the new plant
week.
Illinois Central Railroad Yards,
Construction on the plant be- is expected to be held late in
October.
Main offices for the Company
are located in St. Louis. Mr.
Vinson said that the management probably decided to construct a plant in Fulton due
to the proximity of the rails
A federal grant of $4,213.00, channe
and because of the attitude of
led
the
people in the area regardthrough the Tennessee Law Enforcement
Plan- ing the industry.

Rain, forcing Hadley Adhesive and Chemical
Company to turn away shipments of equipment
and materials, has caused a delay in beginning
plant operations.
Bill Vinson, operations manager, expressed
the hope that the latex department would be
equipped by the end of this week. Originally,
plans had been for a September 6 opening for that
Jepartment.

THE CAVERNOUS INTERIOR OF THE NEW HADLEY PLANT
contains a number of large
rooms like the above, and this week all were full of workmen hurrying
to complete the
building.

Hickman Mayor Richard While
Withdraws From Mayor's Race

Grant Will Benefit
SF Communications

ning Agency, will enable South Fulton
to
chase new equipment which will upgrad pure the
city's communications system.

Fulton County
Grade Schools
Tell Schedule

Total cost of the project is
the new station.
$5,820.50, but the city of South
Mr. Starks explained that he
Fulton will contribute the rehas applied to the Federal Commaining 25 per cent.
munications Commission for
Mr. Jim Stark, city manager the
license and for the new
Mayor Richard White of Hickman has with- Please remember the citizens for South Fulton, described the frequency, but processin
A tentative schedule for the
g will
new
t as "a base sta- take about a
1971 season of the Fulton Junmonth.
drawn his name as a candidate for re-election, ac- of Hickman and not the Mayor tion equipmen
with
dual
frequency
capahave
After the license and fre- ior High(Carr)players has been
and will be responcording to a letter submitted to the Hickman sible been
for our future growth. bilities."
quency have been granted by released by Carr
Elementary
Courier this week. The announcement was made City Hall is always open to The city now operates on a the FCC, the radio station must
principal, Mrs. Leonard Allen,
frequency shared by numerous be
the
public
and
built.
it's
every
"In
along
citiall,"
with
he said,
the schedule of games
to the commissioners at a meeting Tuesday night. zen's
other
operators throughout "it will be
responsibility to see that
about a 10-11 week for all Fulton County junior high
western Tennessee. If granted, process.
"
The action, coming as a complete surprise, we continue to grow. This is the
schools.
new frequency will be a
time to sit back and critiA new mobile unit for a poCecil Maddox, Jr., coach for
leaves only one candidate in the race, Raymond no
cize, but the time for interest- private one. However, the city lice car and three "handi-talk- the Fulton team
and assistant
will
still
have access to and ies" for use away
Wright.
ed people of our town to get
from the car principal of Carr Elementary,
to operate on the were also purchase
together and see that progress continue
said his team "has nice prosd
with
the
However, there is a pos- friends, I respectfully request
Is made. I learned during the county-wide frequency.
grant.
pects" and is progressing favsibility of a write-in candidate that I not be considered
The old base, now in the pofor years at City Hall any changes
orably at this point.
since this is done in many re-election as Mayor of Hicklice
station on Broadway, will
importan
Of
ce
determin
were
ed
The six game > the Fulton
elections.
man in the November election. by the sensible thinking
of the be moved to the city's Public
team is scheduled to play are:
Dr. White's letter follows:
Service
It has been a real privilege majority
Building.
This
will
enof our people.
September 21--Cayce at FulThis
is one of the most and generally a very gratifyin
g Throughout the years as Coun- tail applying for a license for
ton; September 28--Fulton at
difficult decisions I have had opportunity to offer my
ser- cilman and Mayor I have yet
Hickman;
October 5--Western
to make since coming beck to vices and time, and to
me in a to see any favorable endeavor
at Fulton; October 12--Fulton
Hickman twenty years ago,how- minor way promotin
g projects pot completed in enough people
at
Cayce;
October
19--Hickman
„ever, .alltsx, very serious. per- _ to solo this a better commen.:
''Ohre intbreated antt made their
at- Velem; and October 26-gonad consideration and discus- By, I am deeply indebted
te
,Interests felt at City Hall.
Fulton
at Western.
Four students from Fulton
sions with my physician and and proud of the many
people
From experience and happenThe remainder of the scheCounty are among the Univerwho have supported me during ings during
the past years, you
dule is: September 23—Hicksity
of
Tennesse
e
at
Martin
the 14 years that I have been know we
do not have to settle
students
Western; September
whose scholastic man at
affiliated with the City govern- for anything
less than an efachievements placed them on 30-- Western at Cayce; Octoment.
ficiently run City government
During July, 1493 low-income the honor roll for the summer ber 5--Cayce at Hickman;
Octas the other voters realize regardless of the
elected offi- persons in Fulton County re- quarter of 1971.
ober 14--Western at Hickman;
since announcing for re-elec- cials.
ceived food stamps valued at
The list of students includes October 19--Cayce at Western;
tion, situations have developed
There's more to doing a good $36,513, commissioner of the only full-time, undergrad
uate and October 21341ickman at
over which I had no control.
Department of Economic Secur- students
(Continued on page 6)
at
UTM. Students Cayce.
ity Merritt S. Deitz. Jr., has whose grades are from
3.75
Wendell Ford maintained a
announced.
to 4.0 inclusive, are passed
majority in a final tabulation of
This record compares to for the quarter summa
cum
the Kentucky
Editorial Poll
$1,059 low-income persons who laude.
testing the thinking of Kentucky
received food stamps worth
Fulton County students ateditors on which candidates
$25,591 during July 1970.
taining a position on the honor
would win the state's governorDr. C. H. Myers, a veterinarDuring June of this year, roll are: Mary Johanna Butts
ship.
1517 persons in Fulton County (summa cum laude), Lady Wal- ian of Fulton, will be at the
Editors merely were asked
Hickman
received food stamps at a cost ker Craddock, and Janie
Riding Club Arena,
Rue
who they thought would win the
of $37,226.
McClannahan, all of Fulton; and Friday, September 10, from 12
governorship--not whothey
In Kentucky, the Food Stamp Peggy Jean Isbell of Hickman. noon to 7:00 p.m. to vaccinate
favored personally.
A proposed $2,813,000 proj- project is carried through, it Program is administered jointSouth Fulton students on the horses, mules and ponies aThe last count in the poll, ect will alleviate
gainst the Venezuelan equine
flood prob- will offer 50-year protection ly by the Department of Econ- honor roll are: Nancy
C. Bagwhich was conducted by Ardery lems for almost 6,500
encephalomelitis (sleeping
people in the urban areas and three- omic Security's Bureau of Pub- well, Jane Bloodworth,
William
Associates,
Lexington, and presently living in the
urban year protection to the border- lic Assistance and the Food and R. Bynum, Carol 13, Coleman, sickness) disease which has afwhich covered the period Aug- areas of Fulton and
South Ful- ing farmlands.
Nutrition Service of the U. S. Carmen Sue Gardiner (summa fected many horses in Texas
ust 9 to August 30, showed these ton, and 1,500 people
living in
The report is now under re- Department of Agriculture.
cum laude); Nancy C. Hall(sum- and several other southern
results:
downstream rural areas.
states.
view by the Mississippi River
Commissioner Deitz pointed ma cum laude), Deborah
K.
A study by the Memphis Dis- Commission in Vicksburg. Per- out that the Program safeguards
Anyone wishing to have their
Hodges (summa cum laude),
A. B. Chandler
3 trict
Engineer of the U. S. sons wishing to comment on the health of the nation's lowAmanda Faye Newton, Janice animals vaccinated should call
Thomas Emberton.
27 Army Cerps of Engineers re- the report are urged to write income families through
or
notify the Hickman Roofing
better E. Sharp (summa cum laude),
Wendell Ford
35 ports that a high degree of pro- the President, Mississippi nutrition.
and Insulation Company (236and Danny Ray Zickefoose.
William Smith
..0 teeth:in can and should be pro- River Commission, P. 0 Box "Families in the program
3158) as Dr. Myers has to
Undecided
2 vided against the existing flood 80,
know the exact number of aniVicksburg,
Mississippi exchange an amount of their
Total Response. . 6'1 problems in this area.
SERVICE
mals to be vaccinated. There
CENTER
39180 prior to September 16. own money, usually spent for
Five major and numerous
The Paducah Internal Reve- will not be any cost to horse
Copies of the report and of a food, to purchase food coupons.
All Kentucky editors received minor floods have occurred
preliminary
environ- In addition, families receive nue Service office ti't Fifth and owners.
draft
postcard ballots in the current since June of 1945. Two inA similar program is being
mental impact statement on the bonus coupons to boost their Broadway is a 'contact point
poll. An earlier one, with a stances of over-bank flooding
project may be obtained from buying power," he explained. for questions or complaints arranged by the Fulton Riding
cross-section response from 40 were recorded last year.
Club
for Saturday, September II.
Kentucky's 72-county Food concerning
the District Engineer, U. S.
the
wage-price
editors had shown:
Proposed improvements in- Army Engineer District, Mem- Stamp Program has experienc- freeze.
Telephone 502-443-6211.
clude approximately one mile phis, 668 Federal Office Build- ed tremendous growth during
A. B. Chandler
.2 of concrete paved
channels ing,
Memphis,
year. During July
TB RATE DROPS
Tennessee the pa3t
Thomas Emberton.
13 through the urban areas and 38103.
279.390 low-income KentuckDr. William McElwain, state
Wendell Ford
23 about 10 miles of channel enians
The survey report is priced
received food stamps val- health commissioner, predicted
William E. Smith
0 largement in the rural area at $4,50. There is no charge ued at $7,007,976. In July
1970, a dramatic reduction in tuberUndecided
.2 downstream.
for the
draft environmental 217,968 persons received food culosis cases in 'Kentuck
y this
Total Response.
40
The report states that if the statement.
stamps worth $5,413,272.
year.
Lieutenant-governor Wendell
Ford began a tour of Kentucky
in Pike County Labor Day designed to take him to 101 counties during September and October.
Ray Graham has something of They are then placed in
the "soap
the compartment,
The Democratic candidate for
a novelty at his furniture store • eate
.11s" of the cookstove. More stones", as Mr. Graham calls
governor
of Kentucky said the
on Walnut Street--a fireless than one stone can be used by them, lose no heat because
they
thrust of his campaign will be
stove. Now don't confuse this stacking them on racks above are not in contact
with air.
a centralized theme, "People
with the new micro-wave ovens each other,
The heat goes to the food, thus
Services."
on the market,they're displayed
The stove itself is a chest- cooking it.
In related activities, Bobby
a few feet away from the fire- like apparatus containing two
Other points to consider are
Combs, a legislative research
less.
built-in wells. Cooking utensils whether to use one or two
raspecialist,
has
No, this novelty dates back to consist of one large pan and diators, and
joined the
whether or not to
"Fighters for People" as a
1919 and has been used only several triangle -shaped
small use covers on the pans. But, as
campaign assistant to Ford.
once. It was patented in 1914 ones, The smaller pans fit
to- the manual points out, it's all
Combs is a nephew of Former
by the Toledo Cooker Company, gether in one well.
a matter of common sense and
governor
and Judge Bert Combs
Toledo, Ohio.
A manual which came with practice. A wide selection of
and will be associated with
Although the "Fireless Cook- the stove gives directions on
the recipes in the book contain this
Ford's tour.
stove" came in with a ship- operation and included "Choice information.
ment about 52 yearb ago,
Advantages set forth by authun- Recipes". It was priced at 25
SENATOR HONORED
til a month ago it remained cents.
ors of "How To Operate A
One of Fukon's represents.
crated in the storehouse at the
Directions to be followed in Fireless Cookstove"--include
tivee, Senator Carroll Hubbard
furniture store.
utilizing the stove go something these
of Mayfield. was honored vrtith
(Mr. Graham date, the stove like this. Heat radiators
--A saving of more than 80%
over
a service certificate at time
on the basis of a 1919 news- stove or fuel; place
in cooking fuel comsumption,
Bonneville Southeastern Kenpaper he found packed with it.) compartment; prepare
--Foods don't have to watc hed
food as
Until five years ago, he had for other cooking
tucky Homecoming August 29.
and place in or basted;
two stoves. But a . collector utensil;
The celebration honors out--There is little evaporation;
close lid and time.
ALL TOGETHER: The "Fireless Cooketove
from Memphis paid Wm the list
The guide pointed out that
at Graham's standing Kentuckians.
--Results are practically
price of $35 for ogle. "That several
comes equipped with one large cooking venal end four
considerations are nec- fail -proof.
smaller
was before I knew it was a
The outside of the stove Is a ones.
essary for proper cooking. One
TVA VISITORS
One of th• heating stones Is shown in the foregroun
collector's item," said Mr. is the temperat
d. In
varnished wood. The inside and
ure.
A
TVA received 1.725 foreign
thermom
Orphism,
the
backgrou
nd
is
a
thermometer used to check the temperature visitors from 91 countries
eter packed with the stove (and utensils are of aluminum. The
durAs for the fireless part. Small
selling for $1.50) Is placed near fireless comes equipped with of the soapstone before it is placed
in the well. (The soapstone ing the past fiscal year, among
discs called .'radiators" are
the discs in order to get the Pens, likermometer, racks, and
the more than 10,400 people
could be heated in any convenient way available:
heated on another stove, or over
in an open
four stones, or radiators.
proper level of heating.
wito nvide scheduled program
a fire, to a certain temperat
fireplace, over a heating stove, etc, etc.)
ure.
When situated in the cooking
(Continued on page 6)
i,i,:ts to the agency.

Martin Names
4 Fultonians
Record Number To Honor Roll
Receiie Stamps
During July

State Editors
Pick Ford In
Editorial Poll

$2.8 Million Project
For Harris Fork?

Horse Vaccination
Set For Saturday

Ford Sets Out On
His Kentucky Tour.

'Fireless Cookstove' Creates Sensation...Date-1914
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The Fulton County News

Letters Of Interest

ip°VI'S CORNER

Thursday, September 9, 1971

Dear Editor:

A Newspaper's Responsibility Should
Include Dealing In Controversial Issues!
This question was asked of us:
"Should a newspaper deal with
controversial subjects?" Our answer is a quick one—yes.
A newspaper is a privately
owned institution but it is oriented to the public. Regardless of the
private ownership any American
newspaper has a public responsibility. The responsibility includes
the preachment of the American
concepts, the rights of the individual, honesty in government, dedication to the interests of all of the
people and the sponsorship of
those things which are to the good
of the people as a whole. A newspaper has the obligation to seek to
make its community a better place
in which to live.
Thus it is impossible to avoid
controversial issues. The newspaper must encourage the things
that are in the interest of the city,
county, state and Nation and conversely oppose those things which
curtail these interests.
DESPITE THE fact that a
newspaper is privately owned, it
should not uphold those things
which exclusively serve its own
interests.
For example, a newspaper
which opposes the aroused passions of the people in time of stress
will find that it can make itself
momentarily unpopular through
such opposition. When obstructionists seek to obstruct progress
it follows that the promotion of
progress creates the disenchantment of the obstructionists.
But there is a rewarding fact

Out of the night that covers me,
Black as the Pit from pole to pole,
I thank whatever gods may be
For my unconquerable soul.

concerning this matter of controversy. It is generally recognized
that a newspaper cannot promote
the best interests of the people of
this country through a policy of
conformity. Conformity is the easy
way for the moment but it does
not command respect in the long
run. With time even the conformists recognize that the spineless
acceptance of conformity is shortsighted, even wicked.
A RESPECTED newspaper
usually is one that is willing to
participate in controversy with the
will to see the best interests of the
town or country upheld. The great
newspapers of the Nation are the
ones which are the forthright editorially. The newspapers which
meekly go along with any proposition with the purpose of offending
no one usually are regarded as
weak newspapers.
THERE ARE NO great newspapers in Red China, Castro's Cuba
or in the Soviet Union. The proof
of this charge is easy. The basic
concept of newspapers in totalitarian countries is not to inform the
people. Freedom of information is
not the goal in these countries.
But in America the purpose of
newspapers must be to keep the
people informed and to provide
some editorial guidance.
No newspaper can do this if
its staff is unwilling to:(1) Become
involved in controversy,(2) offend
someone if it is necessary or (3) to
refuse to use the editorial and
news pages to serve personal goals
for privileged interests.
—Augusta (Ga.) Chroalck

Thanks, Castro...For Giving Us The
Best Brains That Cuba Had To Offer
Fidel Castro has decided to
But to his credit, Castro did
terminate the U. S. air lift that in not back down, until now on his
the last six years has brought promise to let the dissatisfied Cunearly a quarter of a million Cu- bans leave. U. S. government ofban refugees to this country. He ficials who have been working
gave no reason for the move. But with the airlift operation believe
we would guess that he finally de- the termination was ordered becided the number of Cubans who cause Castro became convinced
would rather live in the United that continued emigration to the
States than Cuba is inexhaustible. U. S. would deprive Cuba of needAt last report, the "master ed skills.
list" of Cubans registered to leave
Whatever Castro's reasons for
and approved by both the U. S. halting the airlift, the response to
and Cuban governments contained it by Cubans wanting to get
out
33,000 names. The U. S. govern- from under his political thumb
has
ment also had approved the entry made us more appreciative of the
of 94,000 C.ubans whose names freedoms we enjoy and the wonwere registered by their relatives derful land in which we live.
in this country.
When 246,000 Cubans are
Castro announced in 1965 that willing to give up their homes,
Cubans hostile to his regime, ex- their businesses, their families,
cept those of military age, would personal belongings and
their
be permitted to leave the island. homeland just for the privilege
of
Through the intercession of the living among us, America can't
be
Swiss Embassy in Havana, ar- as bad as our enemies—and some
rangements were made for U. S. of our home folks — would
have
, domestic airline planes to fly the the world to believe.
refugees from Havana to the
Thanks, Fidel. for the reUnited States on a twice-a-day,
' five-days-per-week schedule. The minder—and for the good people
drain on Castro's human resources you have sent our way.
has been enormous. Among the
—Paducah Sun-Democrat
refugees flown to the United
States have been doctors, scienGRASSROOTS OPINION
tists, educators, businessmen, enTOWANDA, PA., REVIEW:
gineers and skilled craftsmen—
the kind of people Castro needed "Animals may not be able to tell
man in so many words what they
to keep to rebuild his war-torn
think of his lifestyle, but they
island republic.
manage to get the message across.
Like the gorilla which escaped
from the San Diego Zoo. In the
V•ind en* or Kilsikar"'Sod Al Ammasr.
past when an animal gained his
Moldy Papers.
Seatoad.elass Pada,* Poldd * PAM KY. freedom in this manner he usualOff,
ly led his captors on a merry
Address au mai (aoimiorlpflona. diaolipi of chase, savoring to the last instant
oddrees. Yoram 3$711)lo Pod Moo Om IN
his freedom. Not this time. Within
leoffia‘ Kfraffkf 041
arhoirlpitoo Ratan OA par yaw he MIN, 15 minutes the gorilla was found
Mildsosas, dram C000dloo. Ky., and OMNI
back at her cage 'scared to death.'
Mid Wooldoy Coomehis, Tam. Maroloa• according to her keeper. Man may
fhraughoof Mao UMW Stain Ma par pow
Catalooky Suboadbars nod add INK Mill not have reached the point where
he is willing to trade modern
Tu.
existence with all its problems for
of warless woo* pomp Man
the security of a cell, but if the
owel width
hoondod ha MI
gorilla has reached that stage, can
PlIfy Thursdays ad The Thor al
man be far behind?"
Zgli
olis
solorals1 Ave. Perham Ky. MK

tr

INVICTUS

In the fell clutch of circumstance
I have not winced nor cried aloud.
Under the bludgeonings'of chance
My head is bloody, but unbowed.
Beyond this place of wrath and tears
Looms but the Horror of the shade,
And yet the menace of the years
Finds and shall find me unafraid.
It matters not how strait the gate,
How charged with punishments the scroll,
I am the master of my fate:
I am the captain of my soul.
William Ernest Henley

We wish to take this opportunity to express to you our deep
appreciation for your willingness to support our Trooper
Island Boys' Camp. We have Just
completed the 1971 camping season and we were able to accommodate 528 young Kentuckians. This, of course, has been
made possible through the contributions of many individuals
and many organizations
throughout the country. We are
especially elated over the contribution of $15,000 during19711972-1973 which was made possible by the Kentucky Bankers
Association.
The month of September has
been designated as "Trooper
Island
Month" by Governor
Louie B. Nunn. In conjunction
with this, there will be a fund
raising drive which, hopefully,
will enable us to complete our
basic building program.
Yours truly,
Colonel L. G. Boucher
Director
Editor
Fulton Co. News
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Dear Sir:

FULTON'S

Corroeir
BY LUCY DANIEL

or two. This book is a combination of two media-utilizing the immediacy of on-thescene reporting with the opportunity for reflection offered by
the permanence of print."

After a tough primary election battle it is now time for
Democrats to sit back and take
a look at what faces Kentucky's
political future. We are now
ending a four-year term of
Republicanism which has seen
higher taxes, higher state debt,
higher state payrolls for political cronies. This has been
accompanied by lower rates of
road construction, a lessening
of the acquisition of new plants
and new jobs, a higher rate of
unemployment, a general downturn in all the things which
help people live better.
The administration which was
elected by a fraudulent campaign in 1967, whose leader set
a new record for broken promises immediately after taking

office, has failed Kentucky. It
has been all give, give, give
by the people and take, take,
take by the Republican politicians. Now Louie Nunn, who
made sweet promises in '67
and broke them in '68, wants
us to perpetuate his crowd in
office by electing his handpicked candidate.
I say it is time for Kentucky
Democrats to unite and throw
out this crowd which deceived
us four years ago. Ifeach Democrat, regardless of whom he
supported in the primary, will
stand firm we can get Kentucky
back on the path to prosperity.
Sincerely,
C. L. Cutliff
Bowling Green, Kentucky

Mrs. Jo Westpheling
The Fulton News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Jo:
Was our pleasure again this
year to be in Fulton during the
Banana Festival. We had two of
our grand-children with us,
stayed at the beautiful Holiday
Inn and enjoyed much of the
festivities.
addition, of
In
course, to being able to visit
with many relatives and friends
in that beautiful area.
Not seeing the Doodletown
Pipers was really no great
disappointment to us, so we are
asking that this money be used
in your general fund and not
returned to us, as it was all
worthwhile, enjoyable being
there, and too, for such a good
cause.
Hope to see you-all again
soon.
Cordially,
W. M. Qualls

THE AGE OF FLYING SAUCERS by Paris Flammonde.
Here is a comprehensive--yet
Books give a deeper mean- precarious living chaperoning authoritative and concise-his
ing and interest to living. There young (invariably dumb and bor- tory of the phenomena
of flyIs nothing in daily work, in the ing) girls on the grand tour ing saucers. This
book will
most humdrum occupation, that of Europe. For urgent reasons interest anyone
with interests
cannot be made more interest- of her own she has leant at in flying saucers.
P. S. Only hope a number of
ing or more useful through the chance to be her grandother people would permit you
books. They are means to children's protecting dragon-THERE WAS AN OLD WOto retain this money, would
proficiency in every calling. and queen of the castle--during MAN
i-sy Edzaheth Davis. Frank
help your fund considerable.
They are inexhaustible sources their parents' absence from Klaner
was an ordinary sort of
of pleasure. They bring to us home. The other grandmother, guy.
He lived his wife, Dianne,
PPSS: Thanks, very much, Mr.
the life of the world as it was arriving uninvited (though not
and their two children, even
Qualls
JoW.
and as it is now. They supply admitting it), is direct, dowdy though
he saw very little of
increased resources. Those little
Mrs. Boone...who has them. Sur.) there were proable to turn to books for com- rushed to escape from her New
blems in the marriage...What
panionship are seldom lonely; York
apartment before her relationship doesn't have pronor do they suffer from the tacky bad-penny of a brother
blems? Although he was very
need of finding some action, lands in her life and on her
involved with his Job, he was
however trivial, to fill an empty hands for the nth time, and
under enormous pressure when
hour. Let's examine a few who is now cheerfully amused he disappeared.
& MINOR, TOO
Was he just
books that will make good com - by her rival's Machiavellian
By collooll e communism
one of those men who walk
pinions for any reader.
campaign to dislodge her. This out of their homes without a
is comedy of manners at its word-never to return? Dianne
THE EUROPEAN DISCOV- most subtle and
sharply ob- was unwilling to accept this
ERY OF AMERICA: THE NOR- served.
OMAHA: "Care to see Ne- Mississippi andMiSsOuriRisers,
NO one does it better ex/gam/Wm. Were inn See:maTHERN VOYAGES by S. E. than Louise
Field Cooper, and tions she was experiencing sim- braska's navy?".That question was repainted .and refurnished
Morison. Samuel Eliot Mori- she has never done
it better ply those of an abandoned wife, from Robert Remillong of and now is entertaining visitors.
sco, a great historian and a than in ONE DRAGON
TOO or was she actually receiving Frontier Airlines sparked an,
After the U.S.S. Hazard the
superb prose stylist, presents MANY.
thought waves from Frank/ She "Aw, you've gotta be kidding" next attraction was Boys Town,
in these pages a comprehenhad never really believed in answer, but sure enough, Ne- where homeless youngsters live
sive and brilliantly readable
EYE ON THE WORLD by ESP, but somehow she couldn't braska does have a navy.
account of all known voyages
And on a spacious campus. Founded
Walter Cronkite. Mr. Cron- dismiss her apparently psychic I've viewed it. All in the
course in 1917, Boys Town receives
across the North Atlantic to kite
says of this book: "What awareness that Frank was in of a 20-minute drive from
down- all of its funds from free will
the New World prior to 1600, we've attempted
to do here is terrible danger. As it turned town Omaha to the
city's Dodge contributions of sympathetic
and of the intrepid mariners, offer a kind
of overview of the out, her premonition was all Memorial Park
along the Mis- friends. It has accommodations
and the adventurers who sent
opening of the decade of the too accurate, for somewhere
souri River.
for 500 boys in grade school
them forth.
seventies in terms of the peo- THERE WAS AN OLD WO"This must be thc only Fron- and 500 in high school.
ple and events likely to shake MAN-an old woman with a
ONE
roo MANY our lives and shape our fu- very real vendetta against tier town that has a navy," • "Many visitors come to
by Lii se Co spar. In that best tures. This
Remillong quipped as we looked Omaha simply
is a highly selec- Frank Klaner.
to see Boys
at the U.S.S. Hazard, once a Town," the
of all possible worlds, the world tive choice of happening;
whac
Frontier executive
of the charming, comfortable tive choice of happenings
Navy
minesweeper that served said. "It truly is an
A
whose
novel of interest
outstanding
house in Connecticut, the read- effects
are most likely, it seems by L. L. Foreman is TRIPLE off Okinawa and elsewhere in institution. Homeless and forer is Invited to witness the to
the Pacific in World War 2. A saken boys find here a good
me, to remain with us. The CROSS AT TRINIDAD.
muted machinations to two ri- discerning
group of Omaha businessmen home, security and love ... and
critic--is there any
val grandmothers. One is the
Also of interest will be THE
Incredibly elegant Mrs. Mum- other kind?--will find favorites GOD BENEArt THE SEA by formed a corporation and they learn a trade and traditional
phrey...a slim, trim, true por- nits ,ing. Trend-spotters are Leon Garfield. It is a recrea- bought the surplus ship. It was American values."
When we leave Omaha en
towed some 2,000 miles across
trait of a lady despite the fact rarely infallible and, fallible, tion of the Greek legends.
the Gulf of Mexico and up the route back to Chicago's Midway
that she is forced to earn a I may have overlooked a trend
Field, we'll take a last look from
the plane window on takeoffPublic
Relations,
Fredrica
Gibson,
Charles Se- to view Nebraska'a navy and
FROM THE FILES:—
vier; Cheerleader, Vivian Matlock
something else of which it is
even prouder-Boys Town.
• ••

MAJOR POINTS

Turning Back The Clock
TWENTY YEARS AGO

SEPTEMBER 21, 1951
Recently while Howard Strange was having
the Orpheum Theatre re-decorated, he ran across
an old booking chart, dating back to 1909-10-11.
Although the book is browned with age, it
was quite interesting to read some of the titles of
pictures back in those days.
Some of the pictures shown then at the local
theatre were: "Closed on Sunday," "What Drink
Did," "Curfew Bell," "Jealousy and the Man,"
"Washington Under the British Flag," "Faded
Lillies," "Grandfather," "The Way of Man,"
"Cardinals Conspiracy," "The Necklace," "Book
Taught Hypnotism," "A Trip to Jupitor," "On
Another's Pass," and "Satan's Smithy."

SOPHOMORES
President, Edwin Bondurant; Vice President, Roma Satterfield; Secretary and Treasurer,
Rice Owen; Business Manager, Bobby Craven;
Public Relations, Kay Cherry, Don Mac Speight;
Cheerleader, Winkie Voegeli.

FRESHMAN
President, Paula DeMyer; Vice President,
Bobby Boaz; Secretary and Treasurer, Carolyn
Roberts; Business Manager, Judy Harding; Public Relations, Mary Ann Hill, Milton Exurn;
Cheerleader, Beverly Hill.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
SEPTEMBER 17. 1926
Chares Markham has been elected President
of the Board of Directors of the I. C.: his place as
President of the railroad will be taken by L. A.
Downs, who comes to his new job from the Central of Georgia.

Sonie Madding, local garage owner, had a
shooting good time recently. In three nights he
shot 300 English Sparrows. Mr. Madding did the
shooting by the light of a flash-light with a .22
Sheriff John Thompson and his efficient
rifle. All of the birds were killed in one tree at deputies raided the lower end of Fulton County
the home of Clifton Campbell, near Liberty Sunday, confiscating three stills, some whisky,
several hundred gallons of mash ... and the
Church.
operators. The raiding party also included depuSuperintendent W. L. Holland today an- ties C. H. Moore, Joe Wall, Fred Dunn, Abe
nounced the class officers for 1951-52 at Fulton Thompson, and County Judge, C. D. Nugent.
High School. The officers who were elected last
year before school was out are as follows:
Crutchfield: Mr. Holbert Finch's buggy was
torn to pieces last week when his horse broke
SENIORS
President, Jack Voegeli; Vice-President, loose and ran away.
Ann Linton; Secretary and Treasurer, Joe BowLittle Miss Nell Hagler, pretty daughter of
en; Business Manager, Jere Thomas; Public ReMr. and Mrs. S. A. Hagler, broke her arm last
lations. Janie Newsome. Louise Hancock.
Saturday while on a visit in the country.
JUNIORS
President, Nancy Stovall; Vice President,
Willie Hugh Davis of Shady Grove has been
Joe Pigue; Secretary and Treasurer, Shirley sick with chills, but was able to start
back to
Homra: Business Manager, Tommy Phillips: school this week.

Meanwhile, thanks to ever so
many wonderful contributors! I
appreciate all the quips, jokes
and notes you send and make
use of a good many of them.
Your contributions are welcome.
Send to Major Points, Box 171,
Glenview, Ill.
• ••
FRANKELY SPEAKING:
Instead of raising postage rates
next time, they should start
using smaller stamps .... A
friend says he's suffering from
narapoia; he has this fear that
he may be following someone.
-Don I. Frankel.
•• •
EAGTFA BEAVER: A store
in Oakland has a sign I
like,
"BEWARE OF DOG (Two
Dogs, No Waiting)" ....fellow
down our way has succeeded in
crossing a grouse won an owl;
he has come up with growl.
-Wilfred Beaver.
• ••
An item in Herb Caen's San
Francisco Chronicle column
quotes Mrs. Harry Carman of
Saratoga, Cal., who overheard
a school chum exclaim to her
16-yr.-old daughter, Patty.
"How wonderful-you went
from a B to a C!" Mrs. Carman, angrily: "That's wonderful? In what subject?" "Look,
mother," soothed Patty, "we're
talking about bra sizes."
• ••
THE FUNNY PAPERS
The commission chairman
says the majority would make
possession (of marijuana) no
more serious than a routine
death penalty - Philadelphia
Inquirer.
His wife pave birth to a 9'.
pound 9 1/ 2 OUIRCe 1)0% As hours
before the kickoff.
- Dallas Times Herald.
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Sunday Afternoon Tea
Honors Memphis Couple
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Notes and News From—

Haws Memorial

Nunn Proclaims September
"Join Homemakers Month"

Governor Louie IL Nunn gave County. They are Mrs. Sarah
some special time and atten- Poyner, Hickman, Kentucky;
tion last week to the 27,000- Mrs. Ella Mae Roberson, Hickwomen-strong Kentucky Exten- man, Kentucky and Mrs. Sara
(Editor's Note: This is the first out to Haws on Monday and sion Homemakers
Association Jane Beans, Fulton, Kentucky.
of what we hope will be a fre- Tuesday afternoons around 4 (KEHA)
by signing a proclamAny Homemaker who would
quent column relating news and p. m. via their church bus. ation
officially making Septem- like some special in-the-home
activities regarding the resi- A group of 10-15 visit, read the ber
"Join Homemakers help with food shopping and with
dents of Haws Memorial and Bible and have prayer with each Month".
planning and cooking nourishing
provided by the staff at the resident. They have madesome
There are 14 Homemaker meals for her family should
home.)
attractive Bible quotation book- Clubs in Fulton County, accord- contact
the Extension assistant
lets for individual use. Then ing to Catherine C. Thompson,
(nutrition aide) living nearest
Just two and a half months around 5 p. m. they help escounty
extension home econo- her. Or she can call or visit
ago we were amid boxes, elec- cort the residents
to the dining mist. Total membership now the County Extension
tricians, cars, vans, and am- room. What a splendid
Office,
way to stands at 260.
located in the Hickman Post
bulances all part of the cara- usher in the dinner
hour!
Membership
is
open
to
any
Office
Building
Basement.
At
van heading for our new Haws
This summer various minis- woman in the county who wishes
present, 142 families in Fulton
Memorial. Staff, families, ters and church
inspired sing- to participate. She can be sin- County
are enrolled in this nufriends, teenagers, policemen, ing groups have
provided Sun- gle, married, widowed, divorc- trition education
program.
firemen and occasionally a cur- day afternoon services
for us ed, from a farm, non-farm
Women who do enroll In
ious observer all worked to- at 4 p. m. We
look forward rural or urban home. If she EFNEP
often "graduate" after
gether to make the move swift to these times
of worship and likes to meet and be with other a number
of helpful and educaand comfortable. Nancy Fos- fellowship.
women, wants to upgrade her tional visits from an assistant
sett, our dieticiam•bednosmall
We want to thank WFUL ra- homemaking skills, wants to
and
join a local Homemakers
challenge moving day. Can you dio for remembering
birthdays learn more about community Club.
Their children can folImagine planning, supervising over the
Live Wire. The mall affairs in which she might take
low suit by getting interested
and serving 38 meals on sche- response
has been wonderful. part, a call to the County Exin and joining a 4-if Club, or
dule? I understand it was plan- This week
Mrs. Era Noffel tension Office will put her in
a local youth group that meets
ned in detail down to the last will have
a birthday on Thurs- touch with the club nearest her. bath
the Extension assistants
can of vienna sausage'.
day, September 9th. Our SeAlthough affliated with K EH A, to learn how to cook and shop
Since that momentous day cret Sunshine
Friends in the each local club is what its
and fix "far out" snacks and
we've learned why the red light Twin Cities
who provide gifts Homemakers make it, accord- meals,
says Mrs. Thompson.
is blinking how to decode the for each
birthday tray really ing to Mrs . Thompson. They
Even the preschool youngster
dishwasher
manual and pro- have the residents guessing.
plan their own programs and in the EFNEP family gets a
gram the clothes dryer for
Note to the "Pea Shelters" make use of volunteer leaders,
head start on learning about Robbie Lynn Halcomb, Miss
drying. The push-button inter- and "Bean Snappers"
Kentucky 1971, will be
Ruben, the county home agent and state good nutrition.
Most of the ascom still holds an element of how does your
ompeting in the 515t Miss _America Pageant Sept
garden grow' subject-matter specialists in sistants
carry with them spesurprise and mystery for some, With plenty of purple
Atlantic
-10
in
City.
Miss
Halcom-b, f9. of
hulls all carrying them out.
cial learn-while-you're-having
cottsville is a sophomore at the University o
especially those of us still gear- In a row." This
will be of speThey rely heavily on lessons, fun coloring books and crayons.
ouisville school of Music. (Ronnie Manns Photo)
ed to dialing. Mary Bell has cial interest
to Mr.'s Deadmon, publications and other teaching
located the ice machine and it Stovall, and Ratcliffe
and Mes- materials prepared by these
isn't outside.
dames
McGinnes, LeCornu, home economics specialists and
Sara Beth Martin, was faith- Thompson, and Stephens.It
also editors at the UK College of
fulness plus during and follow- answers Mr. Deadmon's
ques- Agriculture's Cooperative Exing the move, helping everyone tion "Well,
what have you plan- tension Service. Many of the
get adjusted and acquainted. ned for us to do today?"
Mr. and Mrs. Harry McKin- Mrs. McKinney's lime green More about
publications are on display at
two of our devoted
Next week we'll tell you about the County Extension Office and
ney entertained August 20 with knit dress was complemented volunteers Mrs.
Martin and some of our volunteers who have
A painting, drawing and de- within a few days, added that
a rehearsal dinner at the Holi- with beige accessories.
free single copies are availMrs. Jeffress next week.
sign class in Fulton is the first the program will not be eligibeen helping during the summer
day Inn for their son, David
Guests for the party were
The South Fulton Baptist months. To quote Alfred Tooke, able to the public.
In addition to working with of three fall classes to be ble for renewal after this year.
Election of officers and a
...Neal McKinney and his fiancee Mr. McKinney and
Miss Church young people under
the .A helping hand oft does more Homemaker
She said she believes that the memorial service for
Shelia Gail Barron who were Barron, Mr. and Mrs. Philip leadership
Clubs, the county announced by Murray State Unideceased
of Bro. Stow and good than either words or money
versity
in
the
continuation
program
of
has been instrumental members will highlight the fall
home economist is available to
married August 21.
Barron, Miss Kimberly Betts Ronny Kalb have been
coming could."
an
adult
program
of
in
the
cultural
formation
of
new art annual district meeting of the
assist other local groups and
The U-shaped table was dra- of Newbern, Tennessee, Miss
individuals. She works with 4-H enrichment through the visual guilds at Fulton, Cadiz and May- Women's Society of Christian
ped with a white cloth and de- Vicki Vowell, Miss Paige Milfield and the strengthening of Service of the Paris District
girls and with
other youth arts.
corated with ivy garlands inter- ler, Miss Rene May, Miss
Miss Clara M. Eagle, direc- guilds at Paducah, Hopkinsville to be held at First
groups. She also trains speeial
spersed with white candles. A Sherrie McKinney;
United Methcenterpiece of yellow carnaodist Church in Martin, Tennnutrition aides who work with tor of the program partially and Murray.
Mrs. Larry Hollie and son,
financed
by
a
federal
grant
of
tions, daisies, and white stock Jeff, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
essee,
individual families taking part
Thursday, September16.
with silver wedding bells com- Hooper, Mr. and Mrs. David
Registration will begin at 9:30
in the Expanded Food and Nu- $16,935, said an organizational
meeting for the Fulton class
pleted the arrangement.
a. m., with the meeting to start
trition Program (EFNEP).
Hardy, Jimmy McWherter of
at 10:00 a. m. Nursery faciliThere are three of the Ex- will be held at 7 p. m. ThursMiss Baron chose a long- Rives, Tennessee, Ricky Lotmties will be available.
tension
assistants in Fulton day, September 9, at the Fulsleeved yellow crepe dress fea- ders, Bobby Larson,Jerry Joyton
Art
Guild
rooms
on
the
turing ruffles around the neck- ney, Harry McKinney, Jr.;
A president to succeed Mrs.
lower level of the library buildline and sleeves for the occaMiss Banda Nabors, Mrs.
ing.
C. C. Lowery of Murray, anti
Phil Parker, Mrs. Dee Fry,
sion.
four other officers will be electShe added that regular meetHer mother, Mrs. Philip Bar- reverend and Mrs.Robert Pored. They will be installed by
ing night for the class, which
ron, wore a moss green crepe ter, and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
. Miss Rose Ellen Russell of
. pr. Wayne Lamb, Paris Diswill be limited in size to 25, will Paducah,
dress with beige accessories. McKinney.
formerly of Fulton trict
be determined at the organizaSuperintendent. The memwas honored with a bridal lunorial service will be lecl-by
tional meeting, Registration fee
cheon at the home of Mrs. Don
Mrs. L. E. McCord, Rt. I, Cotfor the 16 classes is $10, with
Sensing on Eddings Street Septtage Grove, Tennessee.
Eleven Fulton Countians are basic supplies to be furnished
ember 1,
Also on the program will be
among the 536 candidates who by the program.
Miss Russell, who will marry
Reverend Paul Douglass, boat
filed applications for degrees at
Teaching the class will be Bob
Wiener, Jr., September 11 pastor,
who will lead a madMurray
State University at Miss Donna Phipps, who joined at Broadway Methodist
Church tation. Reports
will be given by
summer commencement cere- the art department faculty at in Paducah,
was attired in a local
Any container or wrapping Hence, these colors add apparpresidents and district
Murray State this fall. Former- navy polka-dot
monies.
dress trimmed officers.
material used for freezing must ent size to the figure. Grayed
Although commencement ex- ly a teacher at Berea College,
In red. She was presented a
be resistant to moisture and or dark colors give a feeling
The meeting will conclude'at
ercises were held August 6, Miss Phipps studied at Georgegilt of linens by the hostesses noon
vapor at 0 degrees F. or lower of "crawing in" or "dissolvwith a sack lunch, with
it will be several days before town College and did her gradand a corsage of white baby members
temperatures. This is to pre- ing." Therefore, these colors
of the executive coma final listing of graduates is uate study at Indiana Univermums.
vent the loss of water and ab- will help to decrease the ap- Mrs. Lens McAlister smiles assent to its. question "How do you compiled.
mittee
remaining for a short
sity.
The dining table featured a
sort
parent size of your figure.
business
session.
Noting
that
Wilson
Gantt,
the
dean
class
admisof
is
the mixed bouquet of late summer
like your new home?" Hews Memorial Nursing Home moved
sorption of foreign odors. The Choose your fabric in a color
Mrs. 0. E. Marrs is president
sions and registrar, said the second to be offered in Fulton,
evaporation of moisture causes that is becoming to your hair from Main Street to a new location on Holiday Lane two months exact number of graduates will Miss Eagle said preference will flowers arranged in a footed of the host society.
silver bowl. Handmade cards
an off-flavor in foods and and skin coloring, that does ego.
not be known until university be given to beginners in filling marked each
place.
freezer burn on meat and poul- the most for your figure, and
officials have completed a check out the class.
Attending the luncheon were:
try, and is responsible
for that will fit into your wardThe class is part of a proof each candidate's credentials
Miss
Russell,
her mother, Mrs.
vegetables and fruits becom- robe. Skin tone comes first
to certify that graduation re- gram that will also include H. E. Russell,
her grandmother,
ing dry and tough.—Patricia in determining the color, then
three spring semester classes.
quirements have been met.
Mrs. A. H. Williams of Hum- The News takes pleasure in
Curtshiger, Benton, KY. 42025 the hair and eye colors. If
The degree candidates from Authorized under the 1965 Tit- bolt; Mrs.
J. M. Luther, Miss wishing the following friends
Phone: 527-6601
your skin is clear (neither
Fulton County are: James Allen le I Act, the federal appro- Carole
Luther of Elizabethtown, "Happy Birthday":
very light nor very dark and
Abernathy, Larry Dee Call, Mi- priation makes up two-thirds of
Kentucky;
Convertible sofas answer
Patricia Bodker, Mrs. Lelia
having no
Even though Mrs. Lena Mc- Mg vision restricts her tele- chael W. Ethridge, Mary L. the total program of $25,402,
yellowish eines),
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, Mrs. Mae McKinney,
many different needs. MatDr. Shelton
you can wear many colors. If Alister of Haws Memorial has vision viewing and reading. She Graves, David Wall Haziewood, with the university furnishing
Tommy
tresses on these sofas vary in
Powell, Paris, Tenn- Owens, September
your skin is sallow or yel- been unable to speak since suf- is very adept at sewing and Carole Huges Lattus, Bobby the other one-third.
9; Mari
firmness and construction. DeRenewal of the grant for the essee; Mrs. Charles Reams, Peary, Bobby McKinney, Jodi
lowish, avoid
fering a stroke, she has little many of Haws' residents enjoy McCord, Penny McNeill, Larry
tans,
beige,
Mrs.
Wayne
Lohaus,
luxe mattresses usually cost
City;
Union
gold, yellow, purple, or any trouble communicating.
activity items she has made. Joe Myatt, Thomas A. Nanney, Murray State program marks Mrs. Fred Jolley, Mrs. Smith Anthony Nabors, September 10;
extra. These are desirable if
the third year the university
Mm. Shelton Owens, Lucy Anmuddy color. If your skin is
Mrs. McAlister, who will be
Mrs.
McAlister's seven and Sherman S. Walker.
Atkins, Mrs. Edward Benedict,
you plan to use it with any de- florid,
drews, Kerry Brent Work, Mrs.
Candidates for degrees re- has been involved in the effort
avoid red, rosy hues, 87 September 17, has excellent children occupied most of her
and the groom's mother, Mrs.
gree of regularity. Innerspring red-pur
Nellie Lowe. September 11;
ples, bright green or hearing which enables her to time when she lived on the Wa- present 25 states besides Ken- to provide equal opportunity Robert Weiner,
mattresses are never turned
Sr., of Chicago.
any overly bright color. Pastels answer
Charles McMorris, September
questions and write ter Valley farm with her hus- tucky and two foreign countries. and experience in visual arts
on a sleep sofa. Usually they
to individuals in West Kentucky
are often becoming to delicate comments on a slate she keeps band, Claude, who is deceased.
12; Janbo Huffine, Sherrie McSPINET-CONS
OLE PIANO
are labeled saying "never complexions,
and
to
motivate
and encourage
especially If the near her.
Now, two of her sons live in
Wanted responsible party to Kinney, Lera Nugent, Septemturn." Turning is not neces- hair
development
of
more
CHAIRWOMAN
STATE
comis also light. Vivacious
Water Valley. She has other
take over spinet piano. Easy ber 13, Gr.ice Dickerson, Sepsary as each time the sofa is people
A former Water Valley resi- children in Wingo, Detroit, New
with strong color conMrs. Lewis B. Epstein, Lex- munity programs.
tember 14; Doye Harris, Gofolded or
unfolded the mat- trasts often
Miss Eagle, who said the lo- terms. Can be seen locally. de:.la
look well in bright dent for 30 years, she has been Mexico, and California. Mrs. ington, will serve as Kentucky
Blackwell, Sheila Elaine
Write Credit Manager, P. 0.
tress is flexed. — Mildred W. colors.
The older woman us- at Haws almost a year and McAlister visited in New Max. Slate Chairwoman on the Em- cation of the other two fall
Lowry, Mrs. I. M. Jones, SepPotts, La Center, Ky. 42056 ually
programs will be announced Box 276, Shelbyville, Indiana
looks best in soft clear or smiles broadly when, asked if !co 5 years ago.
berton-Host
campaign.
tember
15.
Phone: 665-5671
46176.
soft grayed colors. — Cath- she likes her new hOme.
She was active in the BapMrs. McAlister ,' says she tist Church in Water Valley
erine C. Thompson, Hickman,
THE HARD FACTS ABOUT Ky. 42050
Phone 236-2351 likes to do "anythiagr j?ut fail- and enjoys services at Haws.
EASY CREDIT. Credit has be• * •••
come such an integral part of
our life style that at the beginMats give small pictures
ning of 1970 over half of all
U. S. families were making in- more importance and serve to
lead
the eye gradually into the
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
stallment payments of some
kind other than mortgages. picture. You can follow this
Consumer credit outstanding general rule hi choosing a mat —
Miss Cathy Wolff, bride-elect United Methodist Church in Ful(excluding mortgage debt) to- not less than two and one-half
Dear Ann Landers. Our son afraid he will ruin his looks
'Auntie' was conservative a room with a large bed. We
inches at top and sides and of Tommy Moore, was the guest ton.
taled the fantastic sum of 122.5
is 25 years old, a college altogether. Should I call Phyl- with her money. We thought
three inches at bottom of pic- of honor at a bridal shower
don't like twin beds." I ;told
No formal invitations are be- graduate and presently em- lis and
billion dollars. There are two ture. Tinted
tell
she
her to keep her
was tight. She said she him I did not
mats that pick up August 26 given by Mrs. Glen ing sent. Friends and relatives
approve of' his
ways of looking at this. Take the color from
top-notch
large,
ployed
hands
in
a
off
Mendel's
was
nose/
saving
for
her
—
old
age.
She
the picture can be Stewart at the Community Cen- are invited.
"now generation" sleeping argood side of credit. It allows used. Care should
MenSeveral
firm.
years
ago
White
Plains
Mother
was
They
wise.
had
no
Social
be taken ter.
rangements and to make
his
people to maintain a higher in using
del became engaged to a girl
Dear Mother No.This is be- Security in those days.
a textured or patternown reservations. His voice
The guest list included Miss
standard of living. And its ed
he met while on vacation last tween Mendel and Phyllis. A 25Today a person who has became
mat. These should be used Wolff, her mother, Mrs. Dorobrittle,
(as it always
mighty convenient permitting with
year. She lives in another year-old ought to know what $50,000 is far from rich. That
prints that have clean, thy Wolff, the groom's mother,
does when he become irriyou to buy things you need sharp lines
city but they have been togeth- he's doing. If he makes a mis- sum, invested at 6% interest,
and colors.— Mrs. Mrs. Norma Jean Moore, the
tated) and he replied, "I,sin
when you don't have enough Mildred Potts,
er every weekend for the past take he'll have a reminder in yields $250 a month, which is
La Center, Ky. bride's two grandmothers, Mrs.
cash to pay for them. There's 42056
several months. (Usually she the middle of his face for the not a great deal of money when 23 years old and I don't MOM)
your approval. All I ern tiltSam Reiland, Mrs. Marie Wolff,
also the added period of encomes here.)
rest of his life. This decision, one considers the high cost of ing
you to do is you make' the
Mrs.
David
Jackson,
Mrs.
RoTilghman Area Vocational
joyment you get from using
Yesterday Mendel told me however, must be his.
living
the
and
inflationary
patcall. Will you?" I said, .-.)(0.
bert Rucker;
School will conduct another 60- he is going to have "rhinoproducts and services while
tern of our economy.
I will not." Was I wrong?—
Mrs. Joyce Copeland, Mrs. hour course in bookkeeping for plasty." I didn't know what
What happens when a house
you're paying for them.
Dear Ann Landers: Most of
If the woman who wrote feels North Platte
Mom
But credit has a bad side. plant gets too little light/ Noth- Randall King, Mrs. Denny Dun- adults in the Fulton and South he was talking about until he your advice is sound but now her ''rich'' relative is not payDear Mom. Your son bltd
can,
Miss
Louella
Puckett, Miss Fulton area beginning Thursday explained that he plans to see and then
Consider the consumers are ing, at first. Plants can suryou see only one side ing enough for room and board no business
Connie
Melton,
asking
Miss
you tp [tate
Debra
night,
September 16, at 6:30 a plastic surgeon about get- of a problem and that's
dollars in debt vive for rather long periods
122.5 billion
when she should say so andnot write
and pay lenders interest of on reserves of food. But, ul- King, Miss Shirley Azbell, Miss p.m.
ting his nose shortened. I ask- you run into trouble. For ex- to Ann Landers. — Same Boat that call. Had you done i
would have been condon
Classes will meet on Tues- ed him how come he suddenly ample, I didn't like your
anywhere from 6% to 40% for timately, new growth becomes Jayla Carter, Miss Jeannie DeDear Boat
Why shouldn't sleeping arrangement —
adweese, Mrs. Victor Black, Mrs. day and Thursday
nights from decided his
use of much of that money. spindly, new leaves are smallnose was too vice to the woman who had she write to Ann Landers? You
Is what he was after. You
Jimmy
Brann,
6:30 to 9:00 p.m. at the Cham- long, seeing as how he had taken a rich
Consider, too, that unwisely er, and lower leaves die. It
cousin into her did. And I'm glad. Your ad- foxed him, Doll.
Miss Kay Duncan, Miss Gin- ber of Commerce Office in done
used credit sometimes leads may take only a few weeks, or
rather well with it, (Phi home and then complained be- vice to "Auntie" was preciseger Edwards, Mrs. Denny Bell, Fulton and will be taught by Beta
to financial disaster.—Barletta as long as a year for a Plant
Kappa and a Fulbright cause the cousin paid her only ly the same advice I gave her.
M IBS Conn' Jiles, Miss Kay Ruth Blaylock who is the bookWhen romantic glances
Wrather, 209 Maple St., Mur- to show symptoms of light
scholarship). His answer was $50 a month for rOOM and You write rather well. How
to warm embraces liftKing, Mrs. Christine Azbell, keeping teacher at South Fulton what
ray, Ky. 42071 Phone: 753- starvation. A massive dose of
I had suspected. "Phyllis board.
come
read?
you can't
or chemistry' Send for
light is not the cure. It could, Mrs. Janice Parker, Mrs. Tom High School.
1452
wants me to."
•••••
What is "rich?" Forty years
booklet "Love Or Sex And
In fact, kill the plant. Instead, Winston, Miss Rhonda Fisher,
The cost of the entire course
Does a woman have the right ago an aunt of mine who had
Dear
Ann
Landers:
Our
son
To Tell The Difference,
WHAT ARE YOUR COLORS? the recommended treatment is and the hostess, Mrs. GlenSte- will be $15, which includes all to ask a man to do this crazy Inherited $50,000 wasconsider- called yesterday to say he is
Ann Lenders. Enclose a
wart.
textbooks and materials.
Colors can create optical illu- a return to adequate light conthing? Mendel is a wonderful ed "rich." We all wandered coming home for a week. He
stamped, self-addressed
The couple will be married
To enroll, please call the looking boy. You wouldn't know why she didn't
sions. Bright, bold or very ditions. — Juanita Amonett,
asked
me
to
reserve
room
a
take exposit.e
lope and 35C in coin with
September 25 at four o'clock Chamber of Commerce Office, he had a
Paducah,
light colors give a feeling of Courthouse,
nose if you didn't trips, buy fine clothes WOW" for him and his girl si &nearby
Ky.
request.
—
Phone: 441-2718. in the afternoon at the First 472-2981, as soon as possible. see him from the side. I'm fancy presents,
reaching out or wanting space. 42001
motel. He added, "Please get
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Sowell,
of Memphis were honored Sunday afternoon, September 5, at
an open house at the home of
Mayor and Mrs. Nelson Tripp,
North College Street, with Miss
Evelyn Long as co-hostess. The
couple were married recently
in Memphis and the bride is
the former Paula Long of the
Pierce community.
Receiving the guests with the
bride and groom were Mrs.
Tripp, Miss Long, Mrs. William Earl Long, mother of the
bride, and Mrs. Bob Lawrence
of Memphis, mother of the
groom.
The bride chose for the occasion a fall crepe dress of
original
design of burnt
orange with matching accessories. Her gift corsage was of
white daisies interspersed with
pearls. Her mother was wearing
a gold textured Silk fashioned
with a Mandarin styled collar
and a corsage of yellow Fujii
poms. Mrs. Lawrence wore
white knit with a corsage of
pale yellow daises.
Also assisting in greeting
the guests were the bride's
grandmothers, Mrs. Mildred
Freeman and Mrs. William Paul
.Long.
Gift bouquets of beautiful
roses, compliments of Mr. and

Mrs. Robert Hodges added to
the attractiveness of the home.
A color scheme of yellow
and green was carried out on
the refreshment table which
was overlaid with a lace cloth
over green. The central appointment was an arrangement
of white daises and yellow miniature mums in a cutgiass pedestal bowl, flanked by tall yellow tapers in crystal holders.
Miniature
decorated cakes,
punch, nuts and mints were
served.
Assisting in serving and at
the register throughout the afternoon were Miss Geri Tripp,
Banda Nabors, Paige Cummens
of Louisville, Nancy Easterwood, Debra Beard, Mrs. Jack
Lowe and Mrs. T. E. Wilson.
Each wore a corsage of white
cushioned puma.
Among the guests enjoying
the affair were Mr. Bob Lawrence, father of the groom, of
Memphis, Mr. William Earl
Long, father of the bride, and
the bride's grandfathers, Mr.
William Paul Long and Mr. D
W. Matthews.
The hostesses presented the
couple with a set of handwoven
place mats.
Approximately 65 guests
called between the hours of
2:30 and 5-30 p. m.

Mr. And Mrs. McKinney
Entertain With Dinner

Art Class For Fulton
Announced By MSU

Eleven File
For Degrees
From MU

Fall Election
To Highlight
District Meet

Miss Russell
Feted With
Bridal Lunch

COFFEE CUP CHA1 1..H.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY'

When Mrs. McAlister
Talks, She Says A Lot

Miss Wolff Complimented
At August Bridal Shower

School To Conduct
Course For Adults

401#t 2amecle4L

The State Parks Department
will again offer their famous
vacation package plan for offseaSen tourist travel, Parks
Commissioner S. W. PalmerBall has announced.
Tbe special plan, in effect
from Sept. 6 through March 31,
(except Dec. 22-26) allows one
price to be charged covering
a ledge room for two nights,
ad all meals from evening
dinner on the day of arrival,
through lunch the third day.
Coat of the package plan is
$91 plus tax for one or $55 plus
tax for two. Children 12 and
under are $8,20 each plus tax
by adults.
when accompanied
be
Two or more plans can
taken in succession either at
the same park or at different
Parks.
The list of resort parks open
throughout the year has been
expanded from eight to ten,
with Barren River State Park,

In Barren County and C;reenbo
Lake State Resort Park in
Greenup County joining the list.
Other parks participating in
the special rate package are
Kentucky Dam Village, Lake
Barkley, General Butler, Lake
Cumberland
Cumberland,
Falls, Natural Bridge, Carter
Caves and Jenny Wiley.
All parks will have special
programs
planned
activity
daily, including indoor and outdoor recreation as suitable.
Reservations to any
state
park can be made by phone,
toll-free anywhere from Kentucky or surrounding states.
The special number for Kentucky residents is 1-800-3722961. For persons living outside Kentucky, the number is
1 -800-626-2911.
Literature is available by
writing TRAVEL, Department
of Public Information, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.

Positive identification of what
is believed to be marijuana
found in the possiession of an
18-year-old Fulton youth has not
yet been made according to
Elmer Mansfield, public safety
director for South Fulton.
The
youth was arrested
shortly before midnight Saturday, August 11, at Pettie's Grill
on East State Line and charged
with having drugs in his possession, according to Mansfield.
The Till has been called into
Investigate. The youth was
transferred to the county jail
In Obion County from South
Fulton Monday and is being
held without bond pending preliminary hearing.

Mr. Charles Roberts of Union
City, Tennessee, was chosen
vice-chairman. Vanoy Cox and
Harry Hancock, Fulton, were
elected to the local committee.
Named to the local Southern
States Farm Home Advisory
Committee were Mrs. David
Wells, Fulton, and Mrs. Ray
Nowa From Our
Bruce, Dukedom.
Mrs. Wells was chosen chairBoys In The
man of the Farm Home Advisory Committee, while Mrs.
Charles Maynard was named
secretary.
Representing the local memPrivate Johnny Osier, 24, son bership at the Southern States
of Mrs. Julia Osier, East State Cooperative's 98th Annual
Line, Fulton, recently comple- Stockholders Meeting in Richted the eight-week basic field mond, Virginia November 11
artillery (cannoneer) course at and 12 will be Mrs. Maynard.
the U. S. Army Field Artil- Mrs. David Dean is alternate.
lery Training Center, Fort Sill,
Ed Magness, manager of
Oklahoma.
Southern States Co-op Fulton
During the course, he learn- Service, reported to the 143
ed the duties of a howitzer or stockholders attending the sesgist section crewman. He also sion that total volume for servreceived instruction in hand- ice for the past fiscal year was
ling ammunition, setting fuses about $483,708.
and preparing charges, comHe told the members that
munications and maintenance. Southern States would pay a
2.6 per cent refund to its paNavy Lietienant Commander tron-members this year.
Hendon 0. Wright, son of Mr.
The session included the
and Mrs. Hendon 0. Wright of presentation of
Cooperative
West State Line Road, Fulton, service awards to W. 13, Nethis serving aboard the nuclear erland and George Gunter of
powered aircraft carrier USS Fulton.
Enterprise
with the U. S.
Seventh Fleet in the Western
Patine.
I. is a 1960 graduate of
the
U. S. Naval Academy,
Annapolis, Maryland.

SERVICE

Technical Sergeant Earl D.
Pratt, a 1954 graduate of Lake
City (Tennessee) High School,
haS arrived for duty at Tinker
Aga. Oklahoma.
Sergeant Pratt, a communications supervisor, is assigned to a unit of the Air Force
Communications Service which
provides global communications and air traffic control
for the USAF.
Me previously served at Hickanti AFB, Hawaii, and has completed a 12-month tour of duty
In Vietnam. His wife, Martha,
is the daughter of Mr.and Mrs.
James Cash of Route 2, Mayfield, Kentucky.
Cadet Michael Petty, son of
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Petty
Sr., Fulton, completed six
weeks practical work in Military Leadership at the Army
Reserve Officers' Training
Corps advanced summer camp
at -Indiantown
Gap Military
Reservation, Annville, PennJuly
23.
sylvania,
Petty, who received his bachelor of science degree in bioldgy in 1970 from Murray
Stale, is one of more than 13,004 students who receive ROTC
etifnmer training at six installations in the United States.
Cadet Petty's wife, Marilyn,
lives on Route 6, Murray, Kentuoky.
• s((••
Midshipman David A. Dunn,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert A,
Dunn of Fulton, is now undergoing summer training aboard
the nuclear attack aircraft carTier USS Enterprise in
the
Western Pacific.
ills training cycle will cover
the ship's operations,engineering and weapons departments.
Dtmn, a graduate of Fulton
ii4th School, is a member of
the Naval Reserve Officer
Training Corps unit at Purdue
flaiversity, Lafayette, Indiana.
First Lt. Stephen L. Dyer,
inn of Mr. and Mrs. Royce L.
qer of Hickman, was deployed
with his Dyess AFB, Texas,
sittadron for temporary duty
at Rhein-Main All, Germany.
It. Dyer is a pilot with the
$47 Tactical Airlift Squadron,
a:component of the Tactical Air
Ctanmand which will provide
a(rIlft for U. S. armed forces,
resupply U. S. embassies, and
silpport NATO training exeregos while in the European
Hinter.
:The lieutenant, a 1965 grsuziu sOt of Fulton County High
**tool, received his BS degree
cheMistry and his commisshin from the U. S. Air Force
Aktubmy in 1969.

MURRAY STATE MAJORETTES—Smiles are unanimous among the eight majorettes chosen
to add sparkle and strut to the Marching Thoroughbred Band at Murray State University this
fall. Shown (left to right) are: Rhoda Beth Miller, Tompkinsville junior; Margarita Ann
Davis, Symsonia freshman; Ginna Lawrence., Benton junior; Sharon Reid, Princeton senior;
Linda Boyd, Murray sophomore; Sally Harris, Metropolis, Ill., junior; Connie Ann Carnpagna,
Sikeston, Mo., freshman; and Marsha Hendrix, Paris, Tenn., freshman. Besides the corps of
majorettes, the Murray State band will also feature new band uniforms and a new unit of eight
flag bearers.

Demonstration
At SF School
To Be Monday

ASCS Tells
Corn Price

APPROVE LUNCH PROGRAM
The FOton City Board of
Education has received approval to participate in the
Natiotvaq School Lunch Program, it has accepted the respermlbility for providing free
and reduced price lunches to
needy children in the schools
under its jurisdiction, according
to Charles Thom*, superintendent.

Because her father was hurting her by drinking she ran
away to hurt him. The last

KIWANIS AWARD--Gov, Louie B. Nunn was the
recipient recently of a Kiwanis service award for his
efforts against drug abuse, marking the first time the
group has bestowed such an honor on an individual.
Here, Ted Osborne, left, Kiwanis international vice
president, helps the governor display the plaque,
given at the Kentucky-Tennessee district convention
at Lexington. (Pedro Photo)

New Reporting Regulations
Proposed For Medicare
Proposed new cost reporting regulations for Medicare
providers should prove administratively advantageous both
for providers and the government, according to Robert M,
Ball, commissioner of social
security.

"Delinquents" In State Care
Have Varied Case Histories

Juvenile delinquents: persons one of the Child Welfare Deunder 18 years of age who are partment's camps.
He was released after six
Judged by courts to be guilty of
months, returned to his home
faults or misdeeds.
Some 480 juveniles, one:. and began associating with his
fourth of them girls, are com- old friends. Again he was armitted to the state Child Wel- rested for breaking and enterfare Department's 11 institu- ing.
He was sent to another Child
tions for delinquents. Their offenses range from truancy or Welfare camp and has been
approximately four
there
being beyond parental control
to assault
and battery and months. He thinks when he gets
out this time he'll be able to
armed robbery.
While many are committed "go straight."
He said he once thought it
to an institution for the first
time, some have been caught was exciting to run from the
and sent a number of times "cops" — as long as he could
to the correctional camps keep one step ahead. Now the
fun has worn off and he says
and centers.
John, a, 16-year-old, was he's ready to settle down. An
A local instrument dealer committed to the department auto mechanic in his
home
will be at South Fulton Elem- for being incorrigible beyond town has promised him a Job
when
he
is
entary School Monday, Septem- correction. He said when he was
released, George
ber 13, at 7:30 p. m. to dem- younger he stole toys from an- said.
A few weeks ago, he said,
onstrate band instruments to in- other youth who lived on his
terested parents and children. street. "I hid the toys in the he received a letter from his
Mrs. Linda Stalls, band in- woods behind my house so I father saying the family doesn't
structor at South Fulton Elem- wouldn't get caught," he said want to see him again. So he
entary, arranged the demon- during a recent conversation will not return to his home,
stration to acquaint parents and at a Child Welfare boys'camp. but will live with foster parprospective participants with "I'd always go out there to play ents or at a YMCA. Like John
the various instruments avail- with them."
he will be required to make
frequent reports to a social
able to them.
One day John did get caught
All instruments will be dem- stealing. He and his stepmoth- worker.
onstrated, prices will be dis- er, whom he declares he hates,
Fifteen-year-old Mary was
cussed, and children will have argued and he ran away from sent to one of the department's
a chance to play some of the home.
girls' centers nine months
instruments.
He's been at the camp for ago after she repeatedly ran
In a letter to parents, Mrs. more than six months. His step- away from home and skipped
Stalls said that the school would mother doesn't want any mem- school.
be able to furnish some instru- ber of the family to associate
Mary's mother died eight
ments this year, but these would with him, he said,. "She
years ago. She said her father
told
be available only to those child- me I had embarrassed her in might be termed an alcoholic.
ren whose parents could not front of all her friends be- "It hurt me to see him drink
purchase instruments.
cause I was caught stealing." so much so I ran away," she
The letter also stated that John's father and four young- said.
instruction would be given dur- er sisters usually abide by
ing regular school hours with his stepmother's wishes. Ocno charge.
casionally he receives a letter from one of his sisters.Recently he received a $10 check
from his father — but there
was no accompanying letter.
The 1971 corn price support
"I'd rather have a letter any
day," John said. "He could loan rate for Fulton County is
$1.14
per bushel for corn gradkeep the money."
Because of his family situ- ing No. 2 or better except for
ation, John will not go home moisture. The National loan
South
Fulton
Elementary when he is
released from the rate is $1.08 per bushel.
football players are "looking
To be eligible for a loan the
institution. He has expressed
forward to a good season,"
an interest in auto mechanics farm must have been enrolled
according to coach and princiand plans are being made to and earned a payment under the
pal James Faulkner, who ex- send him
to a vocational train- 1971 Feed Grain Set-Aside Propects about 50 boys to be on ing school in
another state. gram.
hand for an eight-game scheThere are two types of loans
George, another
16-yeardule.
old ward of the state, was available:
Assisted by Bobby Calhoun alarmingly calm as he spoke (1) Warehouse--where an apand Ray Wilson, Mr. Faulkner of the
offenses which had led proved CCC warehouse accepts
is readying the team for its to his being in and out
of de- the grain and issues a negofirst game to be played Thurs- tention centers four times in tiable warehouse receipt which
day, September 16 with Rives three
the farmer presents at the
years.
at South Fulton.
When he was 13, he was con- county ASCS office.
Games scheduled for the 1971 victed of breaking and entering
(2) Farm Stored--where
season are: September 16-- and auto theft and sent to a farmer stores corn on the farm
Rives at South Fulton; Septem- county detention home. He went and then makes request for loan
ber 23—Dixie at South Fulton; AWOL
four times during his at the ASCS office. A loan inSeptember 28--South Fulton at six-month stay there, he said. spector will visit the farm to
Troy; October 5--Woodland at
One month and one day after determine condition of strucSouth Fulton; October 14--Open; he was released he was back ture and grain. An estimate of
October 21--Onion at South Ful- at the same home.He told are- bushels stored will be made
ton;
October 28--Open, and
porter he and three friends and loan will be disbursed on
November 4—Playoff.
had stolen
and subsequently 90 percent. The borrower is
Coach Faulkner said, "We
responsible
for maintaining
wrecked four cars.
have a couple of experienced
After eight and one-half grade of grain.
backs with speed and good size months in the center, he was _
that we're expecting a lot out released into his grandmother's
of."
custody. He said he was not
allowed to return home because
he and his father argued constantly
and his parents were
HOST IN FULTON
Jim Host, Repubhcan nomi- having marital problems.
He and his gramdmother
nee for lieutenant governor of
frequently and after
Kentucky, h scheduled to be in argued
four
months he ran away from
Fulton Tuesday, September 14.
home.
He
got into trouble
The Fulton visit is part Of his
again, this time for breaking
36-day tour of 116 counties.
and entering, and was sent to

SF Junior High
To Tackle Rives
In First Game

G.B

ENROLLMENT INCREASE
Sittith Fulton ILO School: has
thwi far .enrolled 367 pupils,
which is an increase over lest
year's enrollment figures, acCO/ang
to principLi Virgil
Yat,ft.

Joe Sellars Named New
Chairman Of Stockholders
Mr. Joe Sellars of Route 3,
Fulton, was named chairman
of the Stockholders Committee at the Southern States Annual Membership Meeting held
at South Fulton High School
August 19.
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Fulton Youth
Charged With
Having Drugs

Parks Again Offering A
"Vacation Package" Plan

The proposed regulations require hospitals, extended care
facilities and other providers
operating under Medicare to
align their Medicare cost reporting periods with their annual Internal Revenue Service
income tax or informational
return reporting periods, and
to adopt IRS due dates as the
due dates for filing Medicare
cost reports.

WEEKEND GAMES
FuKon Cityt Bulldogs wilt
meet die Fulton County Pilots
Friday night, September 10, at
Memorial Field. South Fulton
Under present regulations, Red Devils bon Dyer County
Medicare providers must sub- the Same night.
mit an annual cost report covering a 12-month operating perVETS REP COMING
iod. Selection of the period is
Mr. H. S. Mibss, a contact
at the discretion of the pro- representative of the Bureau
of
vider. It need not coincide with Veterans
Affairs, wiif be presany 12-month period the pro- ent on
September 17 at the
vider has established for other
Chamber of Commerce in Fulpurposes.
ton to assist veterans and their
Currently all providers--ex- dependents with dams for
cept those operated by govern- benefits due them as a result of
ment and certain other exempt their ,military service. lie will
organizations--must file an an- be fait the Chamber from 9
nual income tax or informa- a. ,m. until 3 p. m.
tional return with IRS, The
proposed regulations would allow providers which are not
required to report to IRS to
continue to make their Medicare cost reports under pre- 140 Broadway, South Fulton
sent conditions.
Phone 479.1116i
The
proposed regulations —Armstrong Inlaid LJneleanW
would be effective for cost reporting periods beginning af- —Vinyl and Tile
ter December 31, 1971. Inter- ,—Downs and McGee Carpeting
ested parties have 30 days from
—Upholstering, Modem and
Federal Register publication
Antique
date to submit their views and
comments to the Commissioner —Viking Kitchen Carpeting
Security.
of Social

time, to spite her father, she
left home with a man more
than twice her age.
Guided group interaction sessions have helped her face
her problem and find ways to
cope with it, she said.
Ball noted that the proposed
Recently she went home for
a three-week trial period, which change, published in the Fedshe feels was a success. Now _Oral Register, would permit
she feels she is ready to go home providers to base Medicare cost
end live with her father because reports on data developed durshe understands him better. ing management audits preShe also is ready to return pared in advance of filing their
to school, She's taken secre- IRS returns, rather than on
tarial training at a nearby unaudited data which might lagirls' center, also operated ter require correction to reby Child Welfare, and after flect audit adjustments.
she graduates from high school
she wants to utilize her secretarial skills.
John and George agreed that
the group sessions have helped them see how to cope with
their problems. John feelsthat
he is ready to return to cornmislay life. George thinks he
may need two more months in
the institution before he will be
strong enough to deal with the
problems which will confront
him when he returns to his
•
I NUM
hometown.
11111111.1111
11 MI NNW
"Delinquents have the same
ill11111 MI 1111
1111111111111111
feelings and emotions anyone
11 MIN
ION NIN mg11.4
else has," said Joseph W. Os.
SIMI
.4
MB
111
IN MIN
bourne, superintendent at Lake
Cumberland Boys' Camp near
Monticello. "They just act
upon them differently.
"They don't tell you how
they feel," he said.''They think
others see them as failures
and they live up to these expectations. We get them feeling good about themselves by
helping them have success
experiences. We help them
gain the self-respect they
lacked before."

S. P. MOORE & CO

Sample Ballot
Heeds.,Salinity,September 18,1171
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Water Supervisor
Attending Course
Don Thomas, water distribution supervisor for South Fulton, is attending a course on
fluoride determination, conducted by the Water Hygiene
Division of the Environmental
Protection Agency, at Jackson,
Tennessee.
Mr. Thomas is one of 22
participants in the Jackson
course. Similar workshops are
being offered at two other Tennessee locations.
Nationally recognized authorities will discuss and demonstrata the control of fluoridation and laboratory determination procedures for fluoride.
The participants will be given
the opportunity to use test procedures taught during the
course with the guidance of the
Instructors.
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I, Di. Lansford, Clerk of the Fulton County Court, certify that
the above is • copy of But ballot on the face of the yahoo
machines In precincts 1, 4, 6 and 8 In the City ef Fulton to be
voted on in the primary election Saturday, September 18, 1971.

,or

DI! LANGFORD

W. D. P

Fulton County Court Clerk

Fulton
Phone 47

DEATHS
G.B. Butterworth

Mrs. Thompson

News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE

Mrs. Cozette Pearl Hill, Fulton, Route 1, died at 5:05 a.m.
Wednesday, September 1, at the
Fulton Hospital following an
extended illness. She was 69.
Mrs. Hill was born January
20, 1902 in Graves County,Kentucky, the daughter of the late
W. H. and Lillie Green Dick.
She had resided in the Fulton
area all her married life. She
was a member of the Baptist
Church.
Survivors include her husband, Marvin Hill, to whom she
was married 52 years ago;
three daughters, Mrs. Ruby
Laird, Union City, Mrs. Christine Asbell, Fulton, Mrs. Eva
Hawks, South Fulton; two sons,
Ernest Hill, South Fulton and
Elgie Hill, Crutchfield; thirty
grandchildren
and 12 great
grandchildren.
Two children, Tremon Hill
and Glenda Hill, preceded her
in death.
She also leaves five sisters,
Mrs. Lois Miller of Farmington, Kentucky, Mrs. Odessa
Burton
and Mrs. Lucille
Barnes, both of Detroit, Mrs.
Elsie Lents, Benton, and Mrs.
Nell Smith, Murray, and a brother, Leslie Dick of Hardin.
Funeral services were held
at 3 p. m. Friday, September
3, at Hornbeak Funeral Home
Chapel with the Rev. Lawrence
Tittle officiating. Interment was
in Walnut Grove Cemetery.
Grandsons served as pallbearers.

Good Springs CPW met at the
church Thursday with only five
members present. Mrs. T. L.
Ainley, vice-president, presided in the absence of the president. Mrs. Terry Bethel and
Mrs. Durell McCall were elected delegates to the Presbyterial meeting at Davidsons
Chapel Tuesday, September 28.
Mrs. Ainley gave the lesson for
the month "Stewardship of the
Tongue". A good discussion
followed. Next meeting will be
The seventh of October. All our
women belonging to the CPW
wish more would plan to attend our monthly meetings.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Brann
and Mr. and Mrs. Zolan Gore
of near Sedalia visited with
Grace Armstrong and Jimmie
Thursday night and all enjoyed
music and singing.
Willie Grissom was carried
to the T. B Hospital in Memphis last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary McCall,
Berkley, Michigan are visiting
relatives here, spending Saturday with his uncles Mr. and

Mrs. Durell McCall and Charlie McCall.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cunningham and children Darla and Dan,
Newark, Ohio, spent the weekend with his mother, Mrs. WinMe Cunningham.
Mrs. Jodie Hedge is improved at Fulton Hospital and hopes
to be able to come home this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleave Work
and Mrs. Lucille Brann visited Bill Matthews and Mrs. Lou
Crews at Haws Nursing Home
Sunday.
Word received from Mrs.
A. C. Bell this week IS that
she is home from the Memphis hospital and is better.
Mr. and Mrs. Durell McCall and Rev. and Mrs. Oren
Stover spent a few days at the
state fair
at DuQuoin, Illinois last week.

REVIVAL
Jerry Spencer of Orlando.
Florida will be the evangelist
for revivial services at the
South
on Baptist Church.
Services are set for September
19 through September 26.

— ROUTE THREE
Mrs. Aline Williams

visited Mr. and Mrs. Hester
Bennett Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. K, Emily
visited Mr. and Mrs. Ray Wallace awhile Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Williams visited Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Cannon awhile Friday
night.
We were glad to hear Mrs.
Arventa Williams of Warren,
Michigan is feeling better.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Cannon
visited with Mr.and Mrs. Everett Williams Tuesday morning.

Those visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Cannon over the weekend were: Mr. and Mrs.George
Cannon and Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Cannon of Paris, Tennessee,
Miss Judy Pickins and Mike
Cannon
of Charleston, West
Virginia, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Cannon and boys of Memphis,
Tennessee, Mrs. Jimmy Clement, Miss Jan Clement and
Jeff Clement.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud McNeil
visited Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Williams Monday afternoon after having a fish dinner at
Total enrollment at South
Kentucky Lake.
Fulton Elementary School for
We were glad to see Mrs. the 1971-72 school year stands
Everett Terrell at church Sun- at 653 according to James
day after being home several Faulkner, principal.
weeks with a crippled foot.
He estimated that this figure
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Gogon of represents an increase of apMayfield and Mr. Edd Works proximately 10 over last year's
and grandson, Jeffery Foster, enrollment.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Hester
South Fulton Elementary
Bennett Wednesday.
School employs 21 teachers,one
Mrs. Mary Collier, Mrs. Lin- kindergarten teacher, one speda Brann and Mrs. Estelle cial reading teacher, a speBrann were in Greenfield Wed- cial math teacher, a supplementary
nesday.
teacher, and four
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Grissom aides.

Enrollment Up At
SF Grade School
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report from her Sunday is that
she Is much improved.
Mrs. Merlene Ross hase't
By Mrs. W. C. Merriam
been as well the past week.
Mr. Bonnie Cummings has
Mrs. Obera Shanklin is quite been worse the past week. He
Ill at the Haws Nursing Home has been carried to the doctor
In Fulton. Mr. and Mrs. km- twice.
bert Call and son, Larry, of
There will be a singing at
Michigan and Joe and Dan and the Primitive Baptist Church
their families are at her bed- in Palmersville on Friday night,
side.
September 17. A number of
Mrs. Ruth Grissom of Mich- quartets will be there along
igan and Mrs. Ula Nelson of with the "Old Timers." Robert
Fulton visited Mr. and Mrs. Redd will emcee the program.
Ulyess Dortch last Saturday. All singers and lovers of good
Orven Morrison underwent singing are welcome to be preminor surgery, for a growth sent.
on his face at the Fulton HosChess Morrison is unimprovpital last Thursday.
ed. His visitors were. Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Jerald McNatt Mrs. Ulyess Dortch, Mrs. Patentertained his parents, Mr. rah Meador, Mr. and Mrs. Orand Mrs. Earl McNatt, and her yen Morrison, Bill Terrell
father, Mr. Carlton, and the Jack, Randy, and Robert Pogue
Jewell McNatt family with a Judy Hazlewood and children,
fish fry at their cabin on the -E. I. Brundige, Mr. and Mrs.
Lake last Sunday.
Harvey Vaughan and Mr. and
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Cummings.
Mrs. Carl Brann on the arrival
of their first grandchild, a boy,
Only the divine God has ttie born to Mr. and Mrs. Hezzle real definition of life, and real
Brann in Louisville. The mother living is found alone in the reshas been seriously ill but a urrected Christ.

• LATHA24

Mrs. Onia Russell

Mrs. Minnie Thompson, former, Fulton resident, died at
2.30 p. m. Thursday, September 2 at the Lourdes Hospital
in Paducah. She had been a
patient at Burnley Rest Home in
Paducah for the past 14 months
and had made her home in the
Paducah area since 1966. She
was 81.
She was the widow of William Thompson, who died about
29 years ago.
Born July 12, 1890 in Weakley County, Tennessee, she was
the daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Pounds. She was
a member of the McConnell
Baptist Church.
Survivors include two sons,
Ortha Thompson, Fulton, and
Milburn Thompson of Paducah;
three step-daughters, Mrs.
Clara Robey, Fulton, Mrs. Ella
Davis, South Fulton, and Mrs.
Rannelift French, Maalelch
three step-sons, Oscar Thompson, Fulton, Herbert Thompson,
Detroit, and Cletus Thompson,
New Albany,Indiana; two grandchildren and several stepgrandchildren.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Saturday, September 4, at the
Hornbeak Funeral Home Chapel, with the Rev. Harold Council of Paducah and the Rev.
James Moreland officiating.lnterment was in Union Cemetery.
Pallbearers
were. Frank
Hodges, J. R. Powell, Jim Hodges, James Byrd, Richard Killebrew, and Tommy Lawson.

Mrs. Alexander

Mrs. NIMsa• Wears*

Mrs. Cozette Hill

G, B. Butterworth, retired
employee of the Illinois Central Railroad
and long-time
Fulton resident, died Thursday
evening, September 2, at the
Fulton Hospital following a long
illness. He was 74.
The son of N, B. and Virginia Elkin Butterworth, he was
born July 9. 189/ in Greenfield, Tennessee. At an early
'age he leuvee to Fulton where
he attended the Fulton City
Schools.
Mr. Butterworth was an employee of the Illinois Central
Railroad for 47 years, retiring
July 15, 1962. He was a faithful member of the First Baptist Church and Three C's Sunday School class.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Ethel Fisher Butterworth,
a retired schoolteacher, and
three nieces.
Three brothers--Harry, Noble and Henry Butterworth-preceded him in death.
Services were conducted at
9:90 p. m. Saturday, September 4, at the Hornbeak Funeral Home Chapel with the Rev.
James W. Best officiating. Interment was in Greenlee Cemetery.
Members of the Three C's
Sunday School Class were honorary pallbearers.
Active pallbearers were.
Clyde Fields, Max Cummings,
Harry House, Felix Gossum,
Jr., James Green and Bob Binford,.

Mrs. Mary B
Alexander,
Wingo, died at 2.30 p.m. Tuesday, August 31, at the Parkview
Canvalescent Center in Paducah. She was 72.
The widow of Ira Lee Alexander, slib was a member of
the Wingo Church of Christ.
Survivors Include a sister,
Mrs. Goebel Magnus, Wingo
and a brother, David Barnes,
also of Wingo.
Services were held at 4 p.m.
Friday, September 3 at the
Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Chapel with Harvey L. Elder
officiating. Burial was in the
Robins Cemetery in Graves
County.

•GOOD SPRINGS

Mrs. Onia Mavis Russell,
Clinton, died Friday night, September 3 at theClinton-Hickman
County Hospital. She was 70.
Survivors include a daughter,
Mrs. Bonnie Sue Davidson,
Ypsilanti, Michigan;three sons,
the Rev. J. E. Morelaed, Marion, the Rev. Billy Moreland,
Clarksville,
Tennessee and
Barney Russell, Jr., Fulton.
Services were held at 2:30
p.m. Sunday, September 5, at
the Assembly of God Church
with the Rev. Harrold Brennan
officiating. Burial was in the
New Chapel Cemetery.

Mrs. Maid Brown
Mrs. Maud Yates Brown, wife
of Elmus Brown and resident
of Water Valley, died at 4:25
a. m. Wednesday, September 1,
at the Fulton Hospital following
a short illness. She was 81.
Born January 21, 1890 in
Graves County, Kentucky, she
was the daughter of the late
Gus and Mary Ann Yates.
For many years she and her
husband, to whom she was married 22 years ago, owned and
operated Brown's Grocery at
Water Valley.
She was a member of Pilot Oak Missionary Baptist
Church.
Besides her husband, she
leaves two daughters, Mrs.
Mary Bell Wilson, Union City
and Mrs. Nelson Helen Adams,
Detroit; a step-daughter, Mrs.
Valerie Gravett of Pontiac,
Michigan; five grandchildren,
two great grandchildren, and a
brother, Willie J. Yates of Water
Valley. A son, Buck
Rhodes, six brothers and sisters preceded her in death.
Services were held at 1:30 •
p. m. Friday, September 3 at
the Hornbeak Funeral Home
Chapel with the Rev. Charles
Jobe officiating, Interment was
in Bethlehem Cemetery.
Active
pallbearers were:
Gusta Rhodes, Dee Pickens,
Paul Roach, Noble Fields, Kenneth Mulcah and Al Work.

Evangeline'. Monument at Grand Pre, in Nora Scotia, Canada. One of
the many historic places of worship in this section of the North.

IT is human nature to think of
all those we love, and all those
who are admirable, as they were
when they were young and most
eager. So should we think of Him
... always young, with love in

His heart . . . always eager to
teach His children that life is
Faith. You honor Him best when
you go to Church on Sunday.
When were you last in the
Church of your God?

Mrs. Zitez Gale),
Mrs. Zitez Robey Galey, widow of Albert Galey, died at
7:30 p. m. Monday, August 30,
in a hospital in Los Angeles,
California following a sixmonths illness. She was a former resident of Graves County
In the Pilot Oak community.
Survivors include her father,
Carl Robey of Union City; her
mother, Mrs. Ruby Robey of
Escandido, California; a son
Glen Galey of Los Angeles.
Several uncles, aunts and cousins also survive.
Services were held at 2 p.m.
Friday, September 4, at the
Missionary Baptist Church at
Pilot Oak with the Rev. Mason
Bevel officiating.Interment was
111 _the chtirdisstmeterv.

Navy Petty Officer Second
Class Ralph R. Summers, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn D. Summers of Route 2, Hickman, Kentucky, is now participating in
Operation UNITAS XII aboard
the destroyer USS Bordelon.
UNITAS XII, a multi-nation
training operation is being conducted off the coast of South
REVIVAL
America in the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans. The navies of Mt. Zion United Methodist
Columbia, Peru, Chile, Argen- Church will hohl a revival from
tina, Paraguay, Uruguay, Bra- Sunday., September 12 through
zil and Veneaula are included SeVember 19. Services win be
in the exercises.
each evening at 7:30 with RevConceived in 1959 by Admiral erend Edger Sirens et Weisman
Arleigh Burke, UNITAS exer- as the evangelist.
Pastor Jr.
cises had been primarily anti- R. Mitt
cordiality invites everysubmarine warfare oriented.
one tb attend.
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This feature is sponsored b the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
South

Fulton, Tennessee

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

M & B Gulf Station *
Tires, Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed
472.9660

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.
234-2455

E. W. James and Sons

Fulton, Kentucky

SUPERMARKETS
Hickman

South Fulton

Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

Fulton Electric %mil=

472.1471

305 Main Street

472-1341

Compliments .•
Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY

BANK

— In Operation 68 Years

Large Display
Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons
W. D. Powers

Greenfield
Phone 235 2293

Fulton
Phone 472.1853

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Hornbook Funeral

Horne

MI Corr Strife'
Futter', Ky.
413.1412

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store—se at your door
Fulton, Ky.
472-3311

Henry I. Siegel Company, Ina,
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

Henry Edwards. Trucking Co.
racimet
Clinton, Ky.

453-7771

U.S
Por

Social Security Teleservice
Called "Best Thing"In Years
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Fulton County FFA Members
Get Recognition At Meeting

According to spokesmen for
At the appointed time the
the Paducah Social Security Of- claimant calls and files his
fice, the new service called claim. The application is mailTeleservice is the best thing ed to the claimant for his isigthat has happened as far as the niture and he returns it with
People are concerned in a long whatever proofs are needed.
time.
This telephone system speeds
Teleservice not only prevents up processing time, often elima person from having to visit inates need for recontacts,
the office and wait in a recep- saves trips to the office, elimtion area at a time when they inates time spent in waiting,
might not feel like waiting, but and helps the office plan total
can easily speed up the pro- work.
cessing of his claim or whatTeleservice is not limited to
ever business he might be con- new claims. People can call to
ducting.
change their address, take car.
Teleservice works this way: of Medicare business, report
A person wanting to file a starting or stopping work, etc.
claim for social security calls Almost all social security and
or visits the social security Medicare business can be comoffice. He is given general in- pleted by phone.
formation about filing for soThe number at the Paducah
cial security benefits and bas- office is 443-7506. The office
ic information is taken to ob- is open from 8:45 a.m. imtll
tain the earnings record from 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friour central accounting office. day.
Also at that time an appointment is made for him to call
at a specific time about 10
WHICH WILL IT DIV Class candidates for homecoming queen at Fulton High won't have to wait long for the decision since
days in the future. While obmagazine sales which determine the winner end Monday. Candidates (from NM) are: Th
Weeks, ninth grade; Anita Sub.
taining the earnings record and
kite, tenth grade; Denise Homra, eleventh grade; and Kent Smith, twelfth grade.
setting up a computerized record, the claimant can be getting the required proofs concerning dates of birth, etc.

SBA Office
To Be Open
September 16

A representative of the Small
Business Administration will be
at the Agency's part-time office in the City Hall on the
First Floor, .Paducah, Kentucky, on September 16, as announced by R. B. Blankenship,
SBA District Director.
The office, operated
on a
Sales of Series E and H semi-monthly basis every first
and
third
Thursday,
will
be
Savings Bonds in Fulton County
for July were $10,080 while open from 9:00 a. m. to 2:00
sales for the first seven months p.m.
In order to determine credit
totaled $118,340 of the county's
annual goal of $245,600. Sales and eligibility requirements for
SBA loan programs, it is suga year ago were $128,207.
Kentucky's sales for the gested that the businessmen
month were $5,055,071 while bring with them a recent financumulative sales for the year cial statement or balance sheet
reached $36,144,905 of the of the business and a profit
and loss statement for the prestate's
annual
goal of
$53,400,000. Sales a year ago vious full year. This information
pertains to established buswere $32,940,803.
A new "School Kit" for class- inesses.
However, anyone interested
room use, as an aid to teaching
the value of savings--"Instruc- in establishing a new business
tional Materials for Classroom is encouraged to consult with
Use"--is available to teachers this representative as well as
and administrators. It is the other businessmen who are in
feature of a new school pro- need of financial advice or asgram announced by the U.S. sistance.
In addition to an SBA loan
Savings Bonds Division of the
Department of the Treasury. representative, there will be a
SCORE (Service Corps of ReMaterials in the kit were
developed by the Council for tired Executives) Counselor aFamily Financial Education. vailable to talk with small busDesigned for use in grades iness inquirers. SCORE repre7 through 12, the kit will find sentatives in the Paducah area
application in the areas of (1) are Robert E. Sachs and Ross
social studies; (2) language L. Cochran.

Top Magazine Sales
Will Determine Queen

Fulton County
Below '70 Sum
In Bond Sales

Sales of magazines by Fulton High School students will
end Monday, September 13, with
top sales determining the 1971
homecoming queen.
The four classes selected
queen candidates and began
Sales September 2. The class
with the most sales will not
only win its candidate the title,
but will also put $100 in the
treasury.
Candidates are:
Theresa
Weeks, ninth grade daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Weeks;
Anita Sublette, tenth grade
daughter of Mr.and Mrs.James
Sublette; Denise Homra, elev-

t,
MIAMI BEACH", /,/
- (111 1111' Jun

at a price you can enjoy!
Directly on the ocean
Private Beach
Swimming Pool
Air-Conditioned, heated
Coffee Shop
Cocktail lounge
Silt Service Laundromat
Free-Sell parking at your
door
Pool table
Shuffleboard
Free golf next block

New Color IN.& Phones
in all rooms
Beautiful motel rooms
and fully equipped
efficiencies with two
new double beds
CREDIT CARDS HONORED:
Diner's Club
American Express
Carte Blanche
Master Charge
Bank-Americard
Charges

)4-HOUR SWITCHBOARD SIMMS

Xhisflerhig Palms
Resort

Motel

• Conveniently Located—
Just minutes to all day or
night activities—Directly on
tM ocean
Write or Call for Brochures
and rats Charts
D. J. Clark-OrmerAlanegm
rhone.305-047-2613

FULTON

enth grade daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. David Homra, and Kent
Smith, twelvth grade daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Francis Smith.
Mr. Bobby Snider, principal
of Fulton High School, said that
by purchasing a magazine from
a student, individuals would be
helping purchase items for the
new school that could not otherwise be afforded.
Students can sell their selections at the discount price quoted on stamps, coupons, or other
discount information received
by people if they attach discount coupons to the order
blank.

NOW TRIM FRIDAY
Sean Connery in Double Action
"DR.
NO"

(Continued from page one)
WEATHER REPORT
job as Mayor than Just pre(Prom current readings sad
siding over meetings and under
the circumstances it would be records of Ani Hale, Bads
foolish for me to continue und- Fulton.)
er this added stress and
strain--if I were to be re- WO MOB Lew
Pre4dP•
elected.
SEPTEMBER 1971
THIS IS HOW IT'S DONE: Mrs. Mildred Bugg at Graham Fund- In conclusion, I would again
90
67
tun Company demonstrates the use of the "'Fireless Cook- like to express my sincere 1
.17
thanks to the many people who 2
88
70
.10
ewe", which dates back to 1914. The heavy disc sh• Is holding have aided me
in attempting 3
87
71
Is • soapstone, which, when heated and placed In one of the to serve efficiently and effect- 4
03
70
.00
ively.
5
92
.70
inettal-Ened. insuleted wells of the cooker, Provide
.00
,on excelled
94
hod source.
Sincerely,
7
98
66
.03
R. H. White, M. D.

ICC Claims Union Pacific RR
Controlled By Illinois Central

Jim Abernathy Named Editor
Of Hickman County Gazette

ilaw""

RICE AGENCY

SATURDAY NITE ONLY
All Seats $1.50
Passes Not Good On This Engagement!

"SIVAD"
of "FANTASTIC
FEATURES"
on CHANNEL 13
AND HIS

SHCIW
SEE: Sivad Play His "Coffinota"
HEAR: Sivad. Sing!
SEE: Sivad Do His 900 Yr. Old
Dance!
and Sivad Presents His Screen
Showl

"A hideous throng rush out forever

POE

MIt

THE

VINCENT PRICE DEBRA PAGET
COLOR.. PANAkiSION

Axe/

.the most diabolical classic of all time!
DGAR ALLA%
I111 PrrAND THE

PENDULUM
. PANAVISION

SUNSET DETE.IN

COLON

Martin

a thilui CI"
James Abernathy, son of Mr. Lee Waterfield, Allan Trout,
and Mrs. L. B. Abernathy of Frankfort columnist, Mrs. R, B. WED. - THURS.. FRI. - SAT.
Hickman, has been named ecii- Jewell, Jr., news editor, Miss
SEPTEMBER 8,9, 10,11
tor of the Hickman
County Ouida Jewell of Fulton, who has
DOUBLE FEATURE
Gazette in Clinton.
served as feature writer and
Abernathy, who assumed his advertising saleslady, Mrs.
STARTS AT DUSK
duties August 9, graduated from Kenny Davis, office manager,
Murray State University this Mrs. Dempsey Ringo III, typeGet Carter
summer with a major in Jour- setter, Miss Betty Veatch
and
nalism and minors in English Miss Mackye Simpson, corn— AND —
and general business,
position department, Rupert
Young Runaways
He served as photography Hickerson, advertising, makee(titor and business manager up, and job printer, and Jerfor the Murray State News, raid Chandler, photographer.
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
and was a member of Alpha
SEPTEMBER 12, 13, 11
Phi Gamma, honorary journalism fraternity at NISU.
STARTS AT DUSK
While in high school, the new
editor WSJ employed by the
Support Your Local
Hickman Courier as a Job
Gunfighter
printer.
The Gazette had been without
— AND —
an editor-in-chief since Febfor - - ruary 1 following the resignaSupport Your Local
tion of Erl Sensing who is now Your insurance
Needs
Sheriff
editor of the Dickson (Tennessee) Free Press.
But the paper has continued
STARTS - WED., SEPT. 15
to publish through the joint efforts of the publisher, Harry
Fulton 472-1341
Plaza Suite

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
s.. na

family
actually controls the
Union Pacific.
Turning to the Illinois Central—in which Union Pacific
owns 22.7 per cent stock interests--Klitenic concluded ma
footnote that Union Pacific does
in fact control the Illinois Central. The ICC has never made
such a finding, even though that
railroad has owned Illinois Central stock since 1908.

"From Russia
With Love"
Both In Color!

HICKMAN MAYOR—

arts;(3) mathematics,(4)home
economics;(5) business educaFIRE LESS—
tion and other disciplines.
The cost-free kit contains
(Continued from page one)
(1) A two-part transparency deDoes it work? Well, the one
picting various categories of
The
League of Kentucky time it has been used proved
usage of federal money, (2)
Sportsmen now is accepting that it does. Mrs. H. H. Bugg
Two mini-dramas that place
nominations for its seventh an- of Graham's Furniture Store
strong emphasis on family thrift
and the advantages of U. S. nual Governor's Conservation baked an applesauce cake in it
Achievement Awards.
according to a recipe found in
Savings Bonds in that area;(3)
The league annually presents the accompanying manual. Mr.
A cartoon strip which illustraAn
Interstate Commerce Union Pacific and the Harri10 such awards to Kentucky Graham called it "perfect
.and Commission examiner reporttes the indestructibility of Savman family virtual control over
citizens , organizations and the chefs didn't open it once ed
ings Bonds and the absolute
yesterday that the vast Union railroadin
g in the Middle West.
safety of saving via that method, newspapers promoting conser- during the 50 minute cooking Pacific Railroad holds control
Union Pacific, however, retime.
(4) A bulletin-board poster to vation.
over
the
Illinois
Central
cently
said
that if either merEdgar Paul,league president,
Mr. Graham
remembered Railroad.
communicate the many humane,
ger--Union Pacific-Rock Island
Wildlife that lots of people used this
personal and significant activi- said the Kentucky
At the same time, the exam- or Illinois
Central-Gu
lf, Mobile
Federation
Foundation
also will type of cookstove before el- iner, Nathan
ties of the Federal Government,
Klitenic, said & Ohio—is approved, it will
(5) Four student-research pro- participate in the awards pro- ectric ones were developed. months of hearings have un- dispose
of its interest in the
However, because they were covered insufficien
jects adaptible as out-growths gram.
t evidence Illinois Central.
of any of the other materials, New this year are awards to new and because so many peo- to conclude that the successors
Klitenic
said that although
and (6) Two out-of-school pro- high school and college conser- ple already used coal and wood of the 19th century railroad Union
Pacific controls the Illstoves, they were not as pop- baron, Edward
jects, to keep up the interests vationists.
H. Harriman, inois Central, it has refrained
of students after they leave the
actually control the Union Pac- from actually
Paul said nominations will be ular.
using the tracks
In the 30 or so days the ific's empre.
classroom.
accepted from any organization
of the Illinois Central to send
The kit can be obtained from but also can be made by any stove has been in the WinKlitenic made his findings Its trains directly
into Chicago.
dow, Mr. Graham admitted that in a
the State Office for U.S. Savings private citizen.
report supporting the Union He said therefore
that the Union
Bonds, 136-1 Federal Building,
All nominees will receive a several had asked about the Pacific's proposed acquisition Pacific needs to
acquire the
600 Federal Place. Louisville, certificate of recognition and price, "but I don't think it's of the financially ailing Chicago, financially
ailing Chicago-Rock
Kentucky 40202. Tel.: 582-.5441. all winners selected by the for sale," he said.
Rock Island Pacific Railroad. Island
and Pacific Railroad in
Kentucky 40204, Tel.. 582-5441. juding committee will receive
The case, which has been be- order to gain
entrance to the
HELP FOR DIABETICS
fore the ICC eight years, in- Chicago rail
a plaque. The winners will be
center on its own
All Fulton Countians with volves
honored at a banquet at Louisvirtually every railroad tracks and not have to
QUOTA GUN HUNTS
depend
!mown diabetes TWAY contact of any
size west of the Miss- on connecting lines.
Sportsmen interested in the ville's Colonel Sanders Inn Nov- their heakh departmen
t and issippi River.
Klitenic
quota gun bunts in eillier the ember 5.
said
that
Union
PacSome of the opponents—prin- ific is owned
Nominations should be mailed receive literature and items
Kentucky or Tennessee portions
by a large number
useful to diabetics which the cipally the Missouri
to
the
Kentucky
-Pacific
League
of
of stockholders.
of Land Between the Lakes are
Sportsmen, 212 South Main health department is constant- Railroad—contend the HarriHe found that Harriman fampermitted to file only one aply receiving. Go to either the man family actually controls
Street,
Franklin,
Kentucky,
members and related comily
plication per hunter. Those
heekh department in Fulton or Union Pacific and through
42134.
it panies' hold an interest in the
filing duel applications will be
All nominations must be post- in Wickman, or cal 4724962 or the Illinois Central. In view Union Pacific Corp.--th
e holddismiadified.
marked before October 10.1971. 236-2825. Anyone desiring a dia- of the proposed merger of Ill- ing company that owns
the railbetic test may go to the Fulton inois Central and Gulf Mobile road-- of slightly
more than 3
office on soy Tuesday or the and Ohio Railroad, they con- per cent. He found
these stockHickman office on any Thurs- tend the Union Pacific-Rock holdings "insufficient" to warIsland consolidation would give rant a finding that the Harriman
day.

Sportsmen League
Taking Nominations

Three Fulton County FFA elected from the group to serve
members recently distinguish- on the Camp Council. He WWI
ed themselves at the Kentucky also selected to serve on the
FFA Leadership Training Cen- All-Star Basketball Squad.
ter at Hardinsburg.
In other areas of recogniParticipaets recognized in- tion, electricity and hunter's
cluded Jamie Alexander, son safety certificates were earnof Mr. and Mrs. James Alex- ed by Doug Goodman, Greg
ander, Route 4, Fulton, Max Chandler and Terry Hill.
Attending the training cenWilson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John P. Wilson, Cayce; and Doug ter from Fulton County were:
Goodman, son of Mr, and Mrs. Goodman, Wilson, Alexander,
Bill Goodman, Route 2, Hick- Chandler, Hill, David Adams,
man.
Pat Lattus, Ralph Stroud, DenAlexander received the Lead-' nis Jones and FFA advisor
ership Award which is present- James M. Everett.
ed to the officers who exhibit
participants were
The ten
outstanding qualities of good cited as third place winners
leaders in the classes, recrea- In the daily Cottage Inspection.
tion periods, and grouppartici- Fulton County FFA holds the
pation.
Cottage Inspection record with
Alexander was one of ten a perfect 400 score received
members selected from the 204 last year at the center.
attending the camp. He is reporter for the local chapter.
COUNCIL MOVES
Max Wilson tied for second
The Four Rivers Council
place among 21 chapters in the Headquarters loss moved
to a
FFA Quiz held at the center. new tocation
at 2600 Lone Oak
The contest is an oral test Road
(Highway 45) south nf
of the participant's knowledge
Paducah The new location will
of FE& Wilson is vice-president of the Fulton chapter. bcrlter serve the needs of the
Goodman, president of FFA, Scouts and Scouters of the
was one of the four members Council. The new phone number is 554-4226.
'01111111111111111\
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U.S. And World
Pork Output Gains
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. —
World pork prochletion arm
'Up
3.5 per cent last year ;to 103.4
billion pounds. U.S. pork output
was up 3.5 per cent, to 4.9 billion pounds.

=PEE SAVINGS
Al Evans Drug
Genital Tablets
80's
Reg. Prke $4.98

$3.33
VO-5

Dairying Long No. 1
in New York State
ALBANY, N.Y.—Dairying has
been dm most valuable farm enterprise in New York ever since
the 1850s, when It replaced
wheat in the No. 1 spot. Currently, sales of dairy products
account for more than half the
state's total cash incepts from
farm marketings.
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Frankfort Watchtine:

Who Gained The Most
In Sales Tax Moves?

of the days when a group of
fel- other.
lows gathered regularly
around
Each loved to tell how he'd
the Webster County Courtho
use, put it over on the others.
mainng a full time occupation
TOM.
It caused the village wit to
Hair Spray
of trading knives with each remark
That's the feeling you get
as one session broke
Reg. $2.35
after talking to backers of Lt.
up:
Gov. Wendell Ford and Republi"They've traded knives with
each other all day — and every
can Tom Emberton about the
Impact of Ford's challenge to
one made a living."
take the sales tax off groceries
right now.
Each side seems to think—or
tries to give the impression—it
LEXINGTON, Ky.
gained ground in the exchange
Reg. Price $137
over Ford's call for a special Former Gov. Edward T.
legislative session if Emberton Breathitt threw his support be' is sincere in his sales tax prom- hind Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford at
a party rally here Tuesday
ise.
Emberbm backers are taking night, saying the Denlocratic
the move as an endorsement of gubernatorial candidate "earnhis exemption pledge. And Gov. ed the right to be our nomiNew Super Sire
Louie NUIM heaped scorn IM the nee."
7-ez; Reg. $2.45
idea of a special session.
Breathitt, who supported forBut his saying that Ford made mer Gov. Bert Combs in
(Limit 5 Boxes
the
a political blunder doesn't make May primary, said, "If we want
To Customer)
It so. It could have been—but it to fight let's wait until after
the
probably wasn't.
WE BUY, SELL, TRADE
votes are counted, and then we
Ford at least has gained some can fight." He said he pledged
Both New and Used Shotsort of handle on the one issue his "total, absolute, enthusi
asguns, Rifles, Pistols.
Ernberton seemed to be getting tic support to Ford and
the
Reg. Price $1.19
some momentum on.
Democratic ticket."
How well it's neutralized—or
What's your Fire Departturned around—depends on the
ment's phone number? If you
Upstairs Over Leader Store
handling each camp manages.
But Ford undoubtedly blunted don't know it — find out, and
LAKE ST. FULTON
keep it handy!
nne seldom-mentioned threat.
Just suppose that Gov. Nunn,
in response to repeated charges
that Republicans weren't sincere in tax-exemption promises,
had called a special session in
late September or early October
to get the job done.
Call
Ford would have been between
a rock and a hard place at least.
Now, of course- Republicans
say such a ttung never was conReg. Price 98c
nAAAAAAA0
sidered.
But If you tangle with Gov
Louie B. Nunn politically you'G
sr &Maw
better figure that he's considered every possibility—and ex, poet the wOrSI
----The Ampere te
4111111111111exemPtion hassle tbe groceryis remindful

Breathitt
Supports ,
Ford Effort

Bufferin
lOrs

$1.32
Head & Singers

Shotgun Shell
SPECIAL
12-Gauge,
light load
$1.99 Box

$1.49

Alka-Seltzer
36-foil

Leader Sptg. Goods

93c

MARCELLE
Bath Items
1/3 OFF
&I First Aid
Cream 1 1/2-oz.
69c

EVINS DRUG CO

SECTION

Of interest to Homemakers

ay TOM DUNCAN
Sim-Democrat Special Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Maybe
thy're running in two different

$1.69
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McKesson Candy
Like Vitamin C
Delicious, chewable, orange-flavored tablets.
100 mg 100's
Reg. $1.49
NOW 9Se
250 mg 100's
Reg. $2 29
NOW $1.53

McKesson
Vitamin C Tablets
100-mg 100's
Reg. $1 49 each
2 FOR $1.49
250 mg 100's,
Reg $2.98 each
2 FOR $2.98
500 nag 50's,
Reg. $2.98 Each
2 FOR $2.98

IllellESSOI
VITAMIN A

Win these Selsi 8x35 precision binoculars
• Complete with Carrying Case.
• Superior, amber coated lens
• Extra wide-angle field
with special fold-down
of vision.
eyecups.
• See 525 ft. field at 1,000
• Lightweight, sturdy alumiyards.
num alloy
• Center focus with special fine focus on body,
right eyepiece.
Ideal for sporting events, hiking,
booting, fishing, hunting? Get your entry
blank at ourt
store end deposit it in our specie* "Store
print" box.

$59.95
VALUE

ONE WEEK

THESE AMAZING VITAMIN VALUES ARE AVAILABLE NOW AT:

VACATION

OUTHSIDE DRUG C

RE-OPEN SEPTEMBER It 1971
Thanks for this Year's Business!

,./t Broad voa,y

Street -•

ANNOUNCING

-South Felton

--Dial 479-2262

gree Parking

Drive-in Win

THE OPENING OF THE

FULTON COUNTY GRAIN CO.
HAROLD ARMSTRONG, MANAGER
We are pleased to announce that our company is now in
full operation And ready to buy your grain at top market
prices. We have added new equipment, and new services to
offer you the most efficient grain buying service in the fivestate area.
COME BY AND LET US SERVE YOU

DIRECTORS
G. E. Williamson
R. P. Fields
R. L. Butterworth
J. T. Davie
Harold Armstrong

Located at the end of Ashland St.,Off Highway 94

HICKMAN, KY
—NV

PHONE 236-2138

••••••

unn Questions Legality Of
- Payless Legislative Session

Fulton, Ky.

t. Gov. Wendell Ford, the
alitinocratic nominee for gover-.0t
.
has suggested Nunn call
=eh a special session in view
:iltithe promise of Republican
*igninee Tom Emberton to re?Nee the food tax.
ilunn rejected the idea last
'Alp, citing among other things
Ike cost of such a session. Sul3biln, one of Ford's chief leg's311/"Ve backers, then conducted
ISA mail poll and announced
gineliminary results Thursday.
Fai was surprised when Sen.
3Tpitivan put his legal reputation
Wir-Well as his political reputaiiiii on the line by helping draft
ilia supporting the unconstituAtonal reapportionment plan dorast spring's special session,
cost the taxpayers of Ke::

iith

iii
:wapanese Beetle

Outbreak Found
-fTn' - Tennessee
14REENFIELD, Tenn,
—
loOnfestation of Japanese
Ilfieles has been discovered inaide the city limits of this Weakley- County city.
. -"The infestation is small, but
Is the first discovered in West
Tennessee," Charles Tumen, an
inspector for the U.S. Department of Agriculture said. "It is
'plea/We that the heed!' came
Into Greenfield from West Virginia or North Carolina In
a- truck load of produce," he
added.
ITUrpen said the beetles have
been trapped within a two-mile
fieSItts and so far the area has
not been quarantined.
454. said the tiny green pests
*lie- spread throughout the
S
ii
41,Unite eV State,. Ille
are known to feed On
of Manta' ,rilibe a

tucky a half million dollars," he
said.
"In view of a recent opinion
of the attorney general, what
he suggests now as the lieutenant governor's waterboy appears
equally irresponsible."
Nunn mentioned an attorney
general's opinion which said it
is illegal for a candidate to
promise to give away his salary
and indicated it may apply to,
"all candidates for the General
Assembly who are using this to
promote their candidacy as well
as that of the lieutenant governor."
"If Mr. Sullivan is so public

Reduce Heart
Attack Risk

Dr
Harold R
Yarbro,
president of the West Tennessee
Heart Association, announces a
new program to help West
Tennesseans reduce their risk of
heart attack. The program got
under way this week with the first
mailing of a series of promotional
leaflets to all area physicians
The leaflets alert your family
doctor that educational materials
on risk factors are available to
them for their patients from the.
West
Tennessee
Heartl
Association The first leaflet.
deals with hypertension or high
blood pressure
High blood pressure is a
common disorder. It sharply
increases your chances of a heart
attack. You may have it and not
really know it. Sometimes there
are no symptoms at all
The safest route, then, to
determine whether or not yeti
suffer from high blood pressure,
is to have regular medical
checkups. Let your doctor deckle
whether you have a problem,
advises your West Tennatsee
Heart Association. If you do have
some form of high bleml
pressure, much can be done .fe
alleviate it.
Your doctor can select the right
niedication from a growing list of
effective drugs, prescribe the
proper reducing diet to help
lower blood Pressure,and may be
able to help you work out per
sonal problems that may be the
cause of nervous tension and
anxiety.
Through regular checkups and
proper medical treatment,
hypertension or high blood
pressure can be brought under'
control in most cases, to reduce
your risk of heart attack
Ask your West Tennessee
Heart Association, P.O. Box ION

OutRigrall;Welra tfuore
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By SY RAMSEY
Aassciated Press Writer
, FRANKFORT, Ky.
Republican Gov. Louie B. Nunn
odd Friday legislative candiliites who promise to serve without pay "may very well be
beading on illegal grounds
which could possibly jeopardize
*Pr political eligibility."
The statement was an oblique
1Mswer to a poll of 95 DemocratIt lawmakers which, according
It Senate President Pro Tern
William Sullivan, D-Henderson,
shows overwhelming sentiment
gee participating without cornlion in a session on removthe 5-cent sales tax from

Thursday, Sept, 9, 1971

spirited, he might suggest the
legislators return the money
they received during the last
special session when the courts
declared everything they did
unconstitutional and illegal."
The reference was to the Legislative Redistricting Law which
a federal court ordered revamped for the 1972 session, although
allowing it to stand for this fall's
elections.
Sullivan said the Democrats
planned to release more information about the poll from patty
headquarters here later in the
day, but no new statement had
emerged by late afternoon.
However, James Fleming, director of the Legislative Research Commission, said the actaut cost of the redistricting session was $164,000, not $500,000.
The attorney general's office
has issued no advice — it has
not been asked for any — about
whether lawmakers can decline
to accept compensation during
a session. One source there said
privately no constitutional or
statutory barriers seems to exist
against it.
Most of the Democratic legislators also are nominees for reelection in November for a term
which begins in January. The
special session, if held, would be
during a term to which they already have been elected.
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in handsewn naked leather
that feels like it's
been yours for awhile.

Brassy eyelets are all tied up with
a slender strip of rawhide—naturally.
Brown, or Blue stone glove
leather uppers

IPANFAIES,.

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
Fulton, Kentucky

Men's and Yowl,
'Men's

JUST SAY

"Charge It"

NORMAL
Alterations

Height 331
/
4 inches

Width 15 inches
Depth 20 inches 115-Volt

•100% WOOL Worsteds!
• New FALL Model!
•Wide Lapel...Center Vent!
•Single-breasted ...2-Button!
•Solid Colors, Plaids, Stripes!
•Many Hand-Tailored Details!
•Regulars, Longs,Shorts!
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5tHE WORLD'S LEADING BRAND IN
ICE-MAKING EQUIPMENT

Stanley Jones Mechanical Contractors
119 Morris Si.

South Fulton

Telephone (901) 479-2311
11,11 SERVICE WHAT WE SELL and we also do commercial
aid Industrial service work In all kinds of ice machines, air
ehridlfloning, heating, refriger•tion, large or small.
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18 Lbs. Ice Per Day Capacity
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RN.HIRSCHa CO

Open 8:30-6: Mon—Thurfs;
8:30-8:Fri-Sat.
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Practical Nursing Program
Planned At Local Hospital

Lone Oak Celebrates, 31-0

up with
aturally.
e glove
uppers
,.

It didn't appear to matter a great deal to
the Lone Oak football team that
the unveiling of the new Purple
Flash stadium was delayed Friday night. The Oakers celebrated just the mime.
In an electrifying offensive
Lone Oak leveled
CW
hliamigtcye'
. 31-0, in a contest
moved to the twin city alter rain
washed out the inaughration of
the Purple Flash stadium.
Quaterback David Stephens
ran for two touchdowns and
passed for two more and half.
beck Andy Carfield score three
touchdowns in an explosive die.
play of offensive power. All five
touchdown plays covered more
than 25 yards.
The Stephens-to-Carfleld passing combination worked for two
touchdowns. The senior signal
Caller connected with Cartier,
pn a 37-yard scoring strike in
the second period to give the
bakers the halftime edge.
Stephens found Carfield again
the decisive third quarter.
lie senior halfback gathered in
a-25-yard Stephens' toss for the
touchdown and Chuck Cavandigh kicked the extra point to

touchdown in the fourth quarter.
He scored from 30 yards out on
the quarterback option.
First-year Coach Tony/ McGroarty was pleased with the
performance of the Lone Oak
offense, "Our offense finally
jelled," he said Saturday. "It
usually takes a little while to get
Carfield polished off the penod the offense going but ours came
through last night."
with a 35-yard scoring jaunt.
Stephens tacked on the final
The running of junior Randy

put the Oakers ahead 13-0.
Stephens and Carfield added
two more touchdowns in the
third stanza, each picking up
tine on the ground. Stephens
rolled out to pass, found his receivers covered and sprinted 32
yards down the sideline for the
second six-pointer of the frame.

ED JONES

LO—Andy earflehl. 37-yard Mum
from Dsvid Stephens 03ek !MD.
I6-yard van front
Stephens (Chuck Cavanaugh kick/.
LA—Steven.. 32-yard run (kick faID.
LO—Caffleld, 36-yerd run (kick
LO—Steven.. 30-yard run (kick fall).

C average for the final four years
or a grade of at least 45.8 on a
G.E.D. test They must be in good
mental and physical health and
must pass an aptitude and
dexterity test given by the
Tennessee Employment Service.
The course is sponsored by the
State of Tennessee Department
of Vocational Education, in
cooperation with the Union City
School System and Obion County
General Hospital.
Anyone interested in applying
for the program should see Miss
Holmes in Room 233 in the
hospital between the hours of 8
a.m. and 4 p.m.

Ass politician, I try to avoid
discussing politics in this
column. As the elected
Representative of all the
people in the District, I feel
that I should avoid partisanship, especially when
writing a public service
column such as this.
However, ills Impossible to
diem*s politics without being
partisan, and since many
persons have recently asked
me what I think about next
year's Presidential election, I
thought I would make a few
observations.
rwo persons charged with
The man who occupies the
ting • house for gambling White House always has a
poses and a third charged definite advantage in a
carrying a pistol as well as Presidential race if he chooses
operating a house for gambling to run. This is true wheter he is
had their cases continued in a Democrat or a Republican.
General Sessions Court until 10 Thus,! would say that Richard
a.m. Friday, Sept. 10, unless they Nixon has the inside
track in
are indicted by the grand jury, next year's
race.
which meets Tuesday.
Mr. Nixon does have several
The three, Walter B. Craddock,
Jerry Randall King and Dudley things working against him.
Mac Matheny, remained free on His attempts to bring inflation
$2,500 bond after being arrested under control have not been
la* Friday night when Tennessee successful, but at the same
Bureau of Criminal Identification time, these policies have
an increase
in
agents and Obion County Sheriff allowed
T.C. McCullough staged a raid oil unemployment. These are
She Ken-Tenn VFW Club located bread and butter issues off the South Fulton-Martin High- Fockatbook issues -- which
aJuld htrt Mr. Nixon's bid for
way near South Fulton.
Ray Wilson and R. B. Rice, Jr., re-election.
The Vietnam War is not
both charged with loitering, also
were not present for the hearing likely to be a major issue.
this morning before Acting Barring something unforeseen,
General Sessions Judge Robert the war will have been deFry. Their cases also were escalated to the point that
continued.
major criticism will be
Foita
ti4nen
lssred
i
to.az.,silenced.
Instead. • • our
gam
atif/10/11 With _Red China
recome
PiCl
of irt
)
11 -111nArille foreign 'policy
General Fleming Hodges, the
four paid fines of $25 each. The Waled
If Mr. Nixon succeeds in
men charged were Richard obtaining some major
conByrne, Ellis James, Howard 0. cessions from the Red
Chinese,
Wells and Ken Boyte.
he will deserve full credit from
Maximum sentence in the case
would have been a $50 fine and a the people for making a giant
step toward world peace. On
six months jail sentence.
Present to answer charges of the other hand, if he does not
loitering were Pete Gray, succeed,he will be in a position
the blame,
William B. Netherland and to receive
Mahlon Howard Stroud. Each especially if the result is to
damage the relationships
was fined $2 by Judge Fry.
The hearing was delayed for between us and our present
more than one-half hour by the allies.
absence of some of e defenAt this moment, it is imdents in the case.
possible to tell who Mr. Nixon's
The arrests grew from an in- Democratic challenger will be.
vestigation begun more than one Right now.there is a multitude
month ago by the TBI. An agent
from the state agency infiltrated
the club and participated in card
games, according to TBI Agent
Jack Charlton who led the raid
FRANKFORT, Ky.
against the club.
Iii another court development State Budget Director Tack
this morning, Obion County Blanton said Wednesday
the
Judge T. Willie Jones, acting as
juvenile judge, committed a state would pick up about $200,youth who stole a car from the M0- during President Nixon's
Reelfoot Packing Company wage-trice freeze on automatic
parking lot Thursday to an in- raises which otherwise would
definite term to the state training:
laavyeesbeen paid to state emschool.

4t

of hopeful candidates in the
Party, but most of them seem
to me to be indulging in wishful
thinking.
Senator Eclintaid Muskie of
Maine appears to be the front
runner at this time, but Senator
Hubert Humphrey should not
be written off. We shouldn't
forget that he came within an
eyelash of being elected
President in 1968. For those
who say that it is impossible for
him to make a comeback, let
me remind you that Richard
Nixon suffered two major
defeats before being elected to
the White House.
One person whose chances
have been underestimated, in
my opinion, is Representative
Wilbur Mills of Arkansas,
Chairman of the House
Committee on Ways and
Means. Mr. Mills is a very
powerful man in our government who exercises a great
deal of influence. Surprisingly,
Mr. Mills, who is a Southerner,
has support from both the left
and right wings of the
Democratic Party. For this
reason, I believe that Mr. Mills
is a much stranger contender
than has yet been generally
recognized. For those who say
that a Southerner does not
stand a chance, I would say
that they probably have not
had dealings with Wilbur Mills.
A great deal could also hinge
on whether or not Governor
George Wallace of Alabama
decides to rim The ten million
mum . be received in 1968
cannot be discounted by either
the Republicans or Democrats.
The electoral votes which Mr.
Wallace might claim could well
make the difference in the 1972
election.
During the course of fifteen
months, a great deal can
transpire to alter the tides of
politics. Unfortunately, none of
us can foretell what the
situation will be in November
1972. Just a few months prior to
the last Presidential election,
no one had any idea that
Lyndon Johnson would withdraw from the race. So who
knows what the coming months
will bring?

CITY COMMISSIONER OF

FULTON, KY.

I have owned and operated a business in
this community for 25 years.
I can bring hard business experience to
your city government, and I will TELL IT
JUST LIKE IT IS.

A VOTE FOR ME is a VOTE FOR YOURSELF

Freeze Will Benefit State

Blanton said also the econornk program should bring additional tax dollars into the state
treasury as well and the state
Mad fund should benefit from

higher car sales when the
excise tax on thed is removed.
He added that it was too early
to make a specific estimate on
how much money would be involved.

SUPER RIGHT

14 PORK LOIN SLICED

Pork Chops
SLICED

LAUNDRY

ilgood Bacon
PLATTER SLICED

AJAX

END EL PIECES

Bacon
3 Lbs. or more
Ground Beef

DETERGENT

LEANS MEATY

3 LB.
1 OZ.
BOX

BY THE PIECE

Braunschweiger

Lb.

SUPER RIGHT

59c

120..
Pke

Franks

59c
sec

BREADED

Shrimp Pieces
A&P VAC PAC

75c

Sliced Bacon
ECKRICH REG. OR BEEF

99c

,
KAHNS BOLOGNA..

Pickle Loaf

1 Lb Pkg

79.

SOUTHERN STAR

Slim Jims

120. Pkg. 55c

SOUTHERN STAR

Sliced Bacon

DOG FOOD

Friskies

1 Lb. Pk..

75.

6'5'
1 00

LIBBYS
14 Os $1 00
Bartlett Pears
BATHROOM
e 1000 $100
Scott Tissues u
ANTIPERSPIRANT
Secret Deod....,50. c.,$l 37
HEAOa SHOULDERS

Shampoo

7 Or. Tube

$1 39

EIGHT O'CLOCK

99c

,BEAN COFFEE

Scapa Mouthwashle
.:

EtGt.:.3lb.$

70 Cars In
Freight Train

''''eit*N
........
...•

CHICAGO—The average U.S.
freight train last year was composed of 70 cars and a caboose.
On the average, 40.5 of the cars
were loaded and 29.5 etnpty.

Bag

SEEDLESS

White Crapes
FRESH CRISP

Carrots

1 Lb Pkg

15c

MEDIUM

Yellow Onions

3,b

49c

ASP SEEDLESS

Raisins

6 %EH. Pki.29c

JUMBO 4 SIZE

c

Honeydew Melons

Es 89

00t t Ot 01 h'A?

EXTRA LIGHT

PILLSBURY
PANCAKE MIX

39c
sox

1 La

WITH THIS COUPON
Good only at ASP Food Stores
Coupon good 'Ism Sal . Softl, 11
Recede, Pr.. Without Coupon
Lunn 1 Coupon pet Customer

...
This coupon worth 20c Waned
OW.
411,
.... IN. purchase
-.ma
of 2 lb can of up.
...pp
....... Vecuurn Peck 141.1.11.11 HOU. ..........
.IIIIA
e,
mt
_ •ft
u.......... S.Sept.
C°
III:
'"Co"""""th"h
11Thtsc.P.:EA .......
.
.
only at ASP Food Stores.
...
Reptile, price *Pfau' cenPoo. ‘...".."'
Ai
ume
•••••
111 1 coupon per condom*. ep.
1..1,
-ape

A114 IleitilltilelYeiTeltili AP
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VOTE FOR RAY HUNTER

REPORTS FROM WASHINGTON

rith

s;

Lone Oak
Fulton CRY

Applicants for enrollment in
the ractical Nursing Program
at Obion County General Hospital
are being accepted through Sept.
17, Carol Holmes, R.N., the
practical nursing instructor, has
announced.
Upon satisfactory completion
of the I3-month program,
graduates are eligible to become
Licensed Practical Nurses
following passing of the required
state board examination
Any male or female wishing to
enroll in LPN training must be
between the ages of 18 and 50,
must be a U.S. citizen and must
have a high school diploma with a

Thursday, Sept. 9, 1971

. Mb DISTRICT of TENNESSEE

Raid Cases
Continued

Scils
,
J.11

Wiersma was a strong pelt in
the Lone Oak attack although it
was not reflected in the scoring
tables.
"Randy didn't score any
touchdowns but he did a real
fine job of running the ball too,'
Coach McGroarty pointed out.

Fulton, Ky.

GIANT SIZE

FAMILY SIZE

GLEEM
TOOTHPASTE

6% oy, mpg

WITH THIS COUPON
Good only ft ASP Food Stores
Coupon good thru Sai Sept. 11
Regular Prue Plethout Coupon
Lunn 1 Coupon pet CuPonter

3 LB

AJAX
DETERGENT tz
eg,,' 59e
WITH THIS COUPON
Good only al ASP Food Stores
Coupon ...dd.'s. Sal Sept 11
Regular Prtce Without Coupon
LIM, 1 Coupon pot Cktstorner

••• ....11••••••11
,
4111t

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, Sept. 9, 1971
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Gubernatorial Candidates' Sales TaxiPromises May Not BePossible

By ST RAMSEY
running as an independent, ofklemelitted Press Writer
fered the plan eight months ago
IVANKFORT, Ky.
and was largely Ignored by
Now that three gubernatorial other politicians.
cantpdates
.
are publicly com- Then Republican Tom Emberton seized the initiative against
mitted to eliminating the 5-cent
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford after the
saleitax on take-home food, the Democratic primary and made
question is whether the state the same proposal.
After a long silence, Demoreally can afford it.
Ford, well aware that he
Tim answer, for the next four- crat
defeated
former
Gov. Bert
year administration, seems to
Combs
in part on the contention
be le qualified "yes—assuming
Combs
was
going
to
raise
taxes,
a severance tax will be used as
an itteernative source of income. spoke up obliquely for the food
tax cut.
the food tax cut idea within
Ford did not say "me, too"
the post year has become in a as such, but suggested
GOP
sense the political tail wagging Gov, Louie B.
Nunn should call
the:log.
special legislative session to
Former Gov. A. B. Chandler, aremove the tax in view
of Em-

berton's promise—a proposal
Nunn has scorned.
That's where the matter now
rests. No matter what happens
politically in the next few
months, it seems clear the new
governor will be committed to
abolish the tax on groceries or
risk the onus of a broken promise.
If anyone takes a gloomy financial view of the issue, he is
remaining silent.
For a time, Finance Commissioner Albert Christen was warning gubernatorial candidates not
to promise tax relief without
Checking into the fiscal consequences. After Emberton's tax
cut pledge, Christen discreetly
dropped the matter.

South Fulton 20, Heath 6

Happiness: A Winning Start;
Red Devils Should Be Happy
l'iwered by the running of
Direll Williams, South Fulton
Hilted visiting Heath, 20-6, in
the Red Devils' season opener
Enday night.
Williams, South Fulton rimnig back, picked up 92 yards
rushing to lead his team.
The Pirates drew first blood
in ?he opening stanza on a oneyard run by Gary Spears, but
the attempt at the extra point
failed.
The Red Devils tied the game
in the second period when
quarterback Bob Winston tossed
a 72-yard pass to Williams.
Coach Terry Beadles' Red
Devils took the lead for good in

the third penod as once again
Williams broke loose and trotted
22 yards for the TD. Dale Yates
kicked the extra point to give
his team a 13-6 advantage.
Williams wound up the scoring
ellen he crossed the goal line
from one yard out. Steve Wilkerson booted the extra point.
The Red Devils picked up 238
total yards — 139 yards rushing
and 99 passing.
The Bucs amassed 147 total
yards, 130 rushing, but only 17
yards through the air.
Errors proved too costly for
Heath, as South Fulton picked
off a Heath pass and recovered
three fumbles.

The simplest plan to offset da services to the
people — is $615 One figure bandied about freloss from a food tax cut had million.
quently is 3 per cent on gross rebeen put forth by Chandler, whii
The loss from removal of the ceipts from extraction of the
opposes a severance tax but
minerals, which would yield $30
calls for a lottery which would food tax is expected by most
million annually by the most opyield an unspecified amount of sources to reach $60 million annually. Deducting $60 million timistic projections.
additional revenue.
Add the $30 million to the MOO
The Emberton and Ford cos" from $615 million leaves a budgmillion budget and the final tocepts are basically similar #41. et of $555 million for next fiscal
tal available for the state's genthat the severance tax would"' year.
eral fund becomes $830 million
take up some of the fiscal slack:' The two plus factors would be
mere $15 million above this
Now for the figures, based On economic growth and the sever(Jacek year.
general projections and simple ance tax.
The biggest chunk of the exarithmetic:
In the past decade the rate of tra $15 million almost surely is
Kentucky's budget this fiscal
economic growth in Kentucky destined for additional teacher
year in the General Fund —
has ranged from 4 to 9 per cent. pay, since both Ford and Emwhich provides aid to schools,
The consensus of many fiscal berton
have promised cost-ofpay for state employes and most experts
is that 8 per cent is rea- living increases
— without get
sonable for next year.
ting
specific.
PARKS
Multiplying $555 million by 8
Gov. Louie B. Nunn told a
Such a boost of 5 per cent—
Greenbo Lake State Pat* audi- per cent, one arrives at a budget and the Kentucky Education Asence that tourists in 1970 spent of almost $600 million or roughly sociation is demanding 6 per
$SC million in Kentucky, the $45 million additional.
cent — would use up the $15
If the 1972 Legislature ap- million.
highest rate of travel spending
in history. He said a major fac- proves a severance
tax on coal,
Where would the other money
tor in the growth has been the oil and gas —
and Ford favors come from to finance increaccelerated highway develop.. only the
one on coal — the levy ments for 30,000 state workers
meat program of the past VA could take
effect next July 1, and a variety of services to the
years.
the beginning of the fiscal year. people?

-'a

Sonny Shepherd was the second leading rusher for the Red
Devils, picking up 55 yards.
The Red Devils host Dyer
County, Tenn. next Friday night.
Heath now 1-1, plays at home
against Todd Central.
Heath
South Fulton

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky,.
Democratic members of the
General Assembly have indicated overwhelmingly they would
serve without pay in any speciai_session to discuss removal
Vile 5-cent sales tax on food.
This was the preliminary repot Thursday of'Senate
d4ire tern Wjs
Ii
R-getiderson, who has
n
Iing:his colleagues on the question.
Sullivan is one of the legislative cochairmman for Lt. Gov
Wendell Ford, the Democratic
nominee for governor, who has
suggested Republican G o v.
Louie B. Nunn call such a special session.
la scornfully rejecting Ford's
proposal, Nunn cited among other things the cost of a session,
which he estimated at $500,00
or more.
'it the cost is worrying him,"
Sullivan said, "it appears that
reaSon is largely done away
with:"
He said 80 Democrats already
have indicated they would serve
without their $50 daily compensation in salary and expenses.
that .only two negative replies
have been received and that the
complete tally would be announced Friday from Democratic headquarters here.
Sullivan said none of the respondents committed himself to
vote for any particular bill,
merely to attend a session.
Republican Toni Emberton
proposed the sales tax cut on
groceries shortly after winning
the COP primary for governor
— the idea originally was offered six months previously by former f,ov. A. B .Chandler, running for governor Independently.
Ford finally responded v ith
the suggestion that Nunn ought
to act immediately.
Stevan said that if the poll
brikis no other result, it will
show. that Democrats are public spirited enough not to burden
taxplyers in the event of a special 'session.
He declined to comment on
Ford's possible plans in the event
Nunn still refuses to call a session.
The governor will attend the
National Governor's Conference
in Puerto Rico beginning Sept.
12 afid Ford would be acting
governor then, with power to
call the session. Were Ford also
out Of Kentucky, Sullivan would
be next in line with that authority.
"The general response I'vt
had le that the present governor
has access to budgetary information and it's his responsibilitO9 make this decision," Sullivan said. "This is consistent
with: Wendell Ford's pledge not
to hinder him in conducting the
affairs of government." '
Alluding to Emberton's tax
cut promise, the senator added:

of
West Germany's five-year-olds
attend some form of preschool
class. By 1985, five is to become
the school starting age, with a
two-year first class. The average class size, now 38, is to be
reduced to 27.

Elect

PAUL McCLAY
City Commissioner
SEPTEMBER 18th PRIMARY
(It's Time For A Change)
— Your Vote and Influence Appreciated

FULTON DISCOUNT CENTER

300 W. State Une

472-1679

6 o
0 0 7 7-110

H —G417 Spears I run ikick tailed)
SF—Darell Williams 75 sass from
Bob Winston Ikirk failed/
SF—WIlliarna 12 run (Dale Yates
kick)
....
SFI IV:111auts I run (Stara Wilber.

Student Loan
Funds Okayed

The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare in
Washington
has
allocated
$5,574,217 to Tennessee Colleges
and
Universities-including
$85,147 to the University of
Tennessee at Martin--for an
estimated 15,688 student loans.
The funds, for continuation or
establishment of the National
"the Democratic party is out of Defense Student Loan Program,
power right now because of a represent enough money for 1,614
promise of the opposition that more such loans in Tennessee
was not kept, and we intend to than were made a year ago.
explore fully all current prom- according to Senator Howard
Baker.
ises."
Each institution will provide 10
He said his reference is to
per cent of its allocation in
Nunn's pledge when campaignmatching funds.
ing in 1967 not to raise taxes.
In addition to UTM,following is
Instead, Nunn pushed a 2-cent a list
of -area colleges,„„and
sales tax increase through the idiguty.
q„.,, and
1968 legislature.
fine reply to Sullivan csnèaWlegr
McKenzie,
from Sen. Cliff Latta, D-Pres- $30,133.
tonsburg, who voted for the tax
Dyersburg State ('ommunity
increase and was defeated for College, $15,490
Freed-Hardeman
renomination this year.
College,
Agreeing to attend the session Henderson, $112,127.
Jackson
State
Community
without pay, Latta added:
"However, 1 have reservations College, $29,303.
Lambuth College, Jackson,
about reducing taxes at this
$160,307
time without satisfactory eviLane
dence that such action would $110,375. College, Jackson,
not adversely affect the budge. Union University,
Jackson,
during the last few months 01 $148,358.
the biennium."
West Tennessee Business
Sullivan said he has not re- College. Jackson, $25,397.
viewed individual responses
"other than to know whether
Highway Work
they are affirmative of nega-

tive."
Germans To Start
School At Age 5
BONN—About 54 per cent

The $3 billion actuallrincludes
two fiscal years since the legislature makes appropriations on
a biennial basis.
Other segments of the total
budget include the road fund
which operates separately, trust
and agency receipts which do
not come directly from taxpayers, bond proceeds from rood
programs and a massive Injection of federal grants which accounta for 28.5 per cent of the
overall budget this fiscal year.

CRENSHAW'S

Democrats Agree
On Gratis Session
.

Minor sources of revenue
could be tapped. Corners could
be cut. The state payroll actually Might be reduced permanently if a desperate need arose.
In summary, the new budget
would be austere, but the state
could live under it without frills.
The $615 million General Fund
budget is the most meaningful
one to Kentuckians, who often
are confused by hearing that the
state operates under a $3 billion
budget.

RAINBOW'S END
FOR LUCKY SHOPPERS
AT

CRENSHAW'S

FULTON DISCOUNT CENTER

EARLYSIIRMI

EWO
FLOOR FINISH
gives a new level of brilliance

to floors!
270z.tough—
A shine

Village Fashion Shoe Store!
Come see the DELMAR lines of
fashionable and comfortable shoes
that we feature!

sit

WASHEI

SUN COUNTRY

—i•••• uv•-•
....WM NOP
•=.1••••
.

air fresheners
waxed beauty
as you dust
LEMON

di*
rA.
"
4
1
$105
FROM c4killt8011 WAX

IISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC
CV pafl.L,00
ON coNTACI

LISTERINE
MOUTHWASH
320z.

Offer (by
mail) on this
peciallv marked
L....package 7.11)

If youcan'ttrust

2/98c

PRESTONE.I.

GIFT
ITEMS

whocan
youtrust?

VISIT OUR GIFT
DEPARTMENT AND
SEE ALL THE
NEW GIFTS
AND GIFT IDEAS
AVAIUBLE.

OFFER (BY MAIL) ON THIS
SPECIALLY MARKED PACKAGE.

$1 39

$1.89

J/WA X KIT

NEW LARGE SIZE

PRE-SOFTENED PASTE FOR
EASY APPLICATION

GILLETTE
3

WEYENBERG SHOES for Men
STEPMASTER SHOES for Boys

LOOK

TIER

Register For A GE AM-FM Radio

EXTRA HOLD

to be given away during our grand opening!

11 oz.
Village Fashion Shoe Store
Southern Village Shopping Center
SOUTH FULTON
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Byrd, owners

7 oz.
4 oz.

89c
69c
49c

GAL.

PRISTEEN
MIST
$1 39

THE DRY

PRESTONr
PRE-WIRED
WINDSHIELD
WASHER
ANTI-FREEZE rIL(LERNER
lac

for the price of
one!

50* CASH REFUND

SOdi

c
IQ E. FLA. NI 0

MOM,

FROM
W0h111101111 WAX
Crisp
Outdoor Scents
that men like too

INSTANTLY

AsLts

ANNOUNCING.. . THE OPENING OF

tStr
tItE-MIXEI
WINDSHIELD

NEW

so
it lasts and lasts aid lasts 010 i

Is Completed

Work on a section of Highway
22 has been completed in Obion
County, according to an announcement made by State Highway Commissioner Robert
Smith
The section of road, extending
from the intersection of the 04+
Lake Road and the Hickm-..
highway to the Fremont community, has been completely
repaved at a cost of $168,621

WelkBer
oeTtwo cans o

WHITE
ONLY

P.

SPECIAL
APPLIER
INSIDE

99c

it

TABLES
WITH
RECEPTICLE

KODAK AND POLAROID

CAMERAS
$555

LAST YEARS MODELS
RIDICULOUSLY
PRICED TO SELL

EWE
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Fulton, Ky.
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OVE

Every Wednesday Is Double Stamp Day.
We Accept U. S. D. A. Food Stamps
(We Reserve Right To Limit)

..,,,ausco

TURNER'S

SOUP

ICE MILK

2- 13 V2-oz. Cans _ _ 25c
Lb. Box

29c

CORN

TOMATO JUICE

HUNT'S

liVE

L

M

Each 79c
99c

BREAD
JELLIES

KOTEX

35c
49c

16 oz.19
loaf

TEXIZE LIQUID

3 - 18-oz. Jars $1.00

HOLSUM

BOLOGNA

BEEF LIVER

Lb. 39c

CHUCK STEAK

DETERGENT

(hart

39c

POTATO CHIPS Twin Pack _ 49c

494 LB 634 an

HOUSER VALLEY
SLICED RINDLESS
LB
.49C

WITH OTHER GROCERY PURCHASE

BEEF

I
UNDER 4 LBS.

OVER 4 LBS.

694 794

GROUND
LB.

L8.

HAM

Lb. 89c

PORK

CUTLETS

Lb. 79c
\

\

CHICKEN
BEEF
TURKEY
MEAT LOAF

tall
cans

6 1/2 oz.

,00
11 m.......343oimssss:vaswm

2

ea.

Lb. 59c ENE
Lb. 59c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 19c
Lb. 25c

U.S. PRIME

NO..,...A S

owl SALT

MISS LIBERTY

TEXSUN 46-oz. CANS

2- 26-oz. Boxes _ _ _ 23c

HEINZ

TEXSUN

KETCHUP 32-oz. Jug

WE
clvi
WE

59c

TIDE

ORANGE JUICE

BISCUITS

OIL

SOFTEX

4 - Roll Pack

39c

GRADE A MED

EGGS

3 $l
zaCHILI
TREET
doz.

WE
GIVE

35c

30c

WE
IPJE

3

CHIEF CHUM

Lb. 59c

NECK BONES

Lb.8k
•
•

Lb. 25c

.WE

PILLSBURY

SALMON

ea.

KLEENEX

SEALDSWEET

PORK

ORANGE JUICE 12-oz. Can 39c

BRAINS

PET RITZ

TRADEW1NDS

Tall Can _ _

89c

PIE SHELLS 3 Pkg. of 2

12 oz.
can

$1.00

59t LETTUCE
PASCAL

PORK lk BEANS 2-303 Cans 29c

CELERY
GREEN

BEEF STEW 24-oz. Can _ _ 69r

POTATOES 3- 2-Lb. Bag __ $1.00

CABBAGE

(1 COUPON PER FAMILY)

39c
With this coupon and $5.00 addit. Pure
Excl. Milk & Tobacco Products.
(1 COUPON PER FAMILY)

(Vold Attar September 14, 1971)

(Void Alter Soptember 14, 1571)

3

JUMBO
ROLLS

Lb. 39c

HUSHPUPPIES 16-oz. Pkg. 29c
LARGE
ICEBERG

ea.

GOLDEN DELICIOUS

GARDEN DELIGHT FROZEN

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
GI. Size

18 1/2 oz.
box

EWE

79c

PRIDE

TIDE

ASSORTED
FLAVORS

28 oz.
bottles

Tall Can

ona.anawo,VINamomatao.%0W($10 Purchase required to use both coupons)

WE

PORK STEAK

69c

FRESH

CAT FISH

DINTY MOORE

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
CRISCO
3 Lb.Can
49c
With this coupon and $5.00 additional
Purchase. Exc. Milk & Tobacco products.

3 8-oz.

TOWELS

15 1/2 oz.
cans

ARMOUR
LUNCHEON
MEAT

LUNCHEON LOAF _ _ 3For $1.00

Lb. 39c

FRESH SLICED

NEAT PIES

MBURGER or HOT DOG BUNS 33c
BROWN
and SERVE ROLLS
26c
S.

LILY PINK

• 12-oz. CANS

SAUSAGE

FRESH FROZEN

20-ox. ROUND TOP

SACRAMENTO

BILTMORE

Lb.$1.19

ROAST

BREAD DRIN
UM
Mi
x
A KS Cake
3
WE
$1
urn

SALMON

8-oz. _ _ _ 10c

55c

383 CANS

24-oz. PULLMAN LOAF

STRAWBERRIES _ _ _ _ 4 For .99c

TOMATO SAUCE

Lb. 2k

COUNTRY STYLE

MORTON

FRUIT COCKTAIL ____ 3 For 8k
MISS

KELLYS
WITH BEANS

10-oz. PKGS.

FAT BACK

Lb.$1.19

390PORK CHOPS 49

24-oz. Bottle

DEL MONTE

ROAST

1st. CUT
LB.

CHEFWAY COOKING

DELTA FROZEN

49c

49:

LB.

NICE THICK

BONELESS RUMP

WITH COUPON
GIANT SIZE

6 - 8-oz. Cans 59c

49c

46-oz. CANS

BALLARD and PILLSBURY

avE TISSUE

BONELESS SIRLOIN TIP

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

\

BREAST _
LEGS
WHOLE LEGS
BACKS and NECKS
WINGS

39
39
.PEACHESPAnArmo341t- TEAK ROUND
CARNATION
EVAPORATED

A

WE
ilIVE "

-CHICKEN PARTS-

MI3
LK44x Dinners

DEL MONTE

Butt
portion

Shank
Portion

HAMS

MORTON T.V.

TUNA

12 oz.
pkg.

SOUTHERN BELLE SMOKED

Lb.5k

BACON

Lb. 4k

REELFOOT

Lb. 79c

BACON

Lb. 39c

CENTER SLICED

LIBERTY

GRAPE JELLY 3- 18-oz. Jars $1.00

FRESH SL/CED

LIBERTY SLICED

Pkg. of 12

MISS LIBERTY
LIMIT
-3-

KRAFT APPLESAUCE

PORK LIVER

Lb.29c

OLD FASHIONED - LARGE !Athol* or Va Stick

US PRIME

FEMININE NAPKINS

Jar

JOWLS

89t FRANKS

303
CANS

APPLESAUCE 25-oz. Jar _

2/
1
2 LB

45c
$1.00

WHITE HOUSE

PEANUT BUTTER

WE

1/2 Gallon
3 - 46-oz. CANS

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
CREAM STYLE AND
WHOLE KERNEL

SKILLET DINNERS

FRESH SLICED

SMOKED SLICED

SACRAMENTO

CRACKERS

3

SOUTHERN BELLE
SMOKED
6-8 lb.avg.

LB. CAN

CAMPBELLS TOMATO

LARA LYNN

um

3 49c PICNICS

WITH.COUPON

Ned Stalk

Each 10c

APPLES

4 Lb. Bag

SUNKIST THIN SKIN

Lb. Sc

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
JOY DETERGENT 2-ox. Bottle
WITH THIS COUPON
No other purchase necessary
(1 COUPON PER FAMILY)
(Void After Soptembair 14, 1971)

49c

LEMONS

Dozen

Cecil's Liberty Coupon
DIXIE LILLY FLOUR 5 Lb. Bag
THIS COUPON WORTH 20c
No other Purchase Necessary
(1 COUPON PER FAMILY)
• (Veld After Septembor 14, 1971)

59c

Fulton, Ky.

Ford Urges Special Session
As Four Candidates Meet
By JEFFREY KILLS
Referring to Ford and EmAssociated Press Writer
by their first names, the
berton
—
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Democratic gubernatorial nom- 73-year-old campaigner said.
inee Wendell Ford urged the Re- "What all these fellows done
publican administration Tues- talked about, I've done done."
day to call the state legislature
He told "Wendell" and "Tom"
into immediate session to act on his favorite political stories so
proposals to remove the sales they can use them in their camtax on food for home consum- paigns. However, either Ford or
tion and to impose a severance Emberton was the butt of most
tax on minerals.
of his jokes.
Ford's major rival, RepubliReferring to their proposals on
the
was
Emberton,
can Tom
the sales tax. Chandler remindfirst of the four candidates to ed them that be repealed "the
address the annual Chamber of whole sales tax, everything from
--ommerce Day luncheon at the the moon to the dune."
.,tate Fair and did not comment
Closing his oration, Chandler
on the surprise proposal by shouted, "Happy days are gonna
Ford.
be here again and we're gonna
Emberton has made the re- turn the damn thing around (in
moval of the 5 per cent levy Frankfort)."
American Party candidate
on grocery purchases a major
issue in the campaign. But Ford William Smith grumbled about
said he advised Republican Gov. having to follow Chandler for the
Louie B. Nunn on Feb. 20, 1968, second time. Smith admitted be
to exempt food and medicine is a political novice but said the
state needs "technician -minded
from the sales tax.
keep the state
Saying he is "not a 'Johnny persons who will
Come Lately' to this position," within its budget."
Ford called Emberton, "the
chief lobbyist for the five-cent
sales tax with absolutely no exemptions."
Ford also accused the Republicans on both the state and national levels of "inaction and
lack of leadership" on the economy. He added that it appears
"that the poor and the workingman are going to have to bear
the cost of the recovery."
Emberton, in his talk to the
more than 700 members of the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce, disputed a claim by Ford
that the Republican candidate's
goal of 200,000 new jobs in the
state within four years is unrealistic.
"It is a goal that can and will
be accomplished," Emberton
said.
"But it requires building on
the accomplishments of the past.
It requires full employment and
relief from the 5 per cent sales
t ax on food," he said.
The GOP nominee declared,
"There is no greater concern in
Kentucky today than economirs."
He said his program for creating new jobs has the goals of
providing job opportunities for
everyone seeking employment,
creating jobs for young graduates, opening jobs up to those
who have left the state tor employment elsewhere and providing everyone with the opportunity for a better job at a higher
salary.
Former Gov. A. B. "Happy"
Chandler, running on the Commonwealth party ticket, drew
loud laughs and applause with
his political quips. "If this campaign lasts any longer, I'll teach
these boys how to be governor,"
was his opener.

$1 Million Each Year First Engineers
Were Romans
From Town's Mines
— Situated at 9,600 feet ettitude just west of the Contineital Divide, this town's geld
mines have yielded an average
of nearly $1 million for each of
the 11 years since it was first
settled during the gold rush of
the 18110's.
At the turn of the century tile
highest post office in the U.S.
was located a few miles out of
town on 11,482-foot Boreas Pass„
Where a narrow gauge
snaked its way across
rthd
oe
Today an old log secRockies.
tion house marks the spot. ,

He blamed unemployment in
the state on Democrats and Republicans messing up things."
Pointing out that he is a businessman. Smith promised not to
"dictate" to business and insteady to "assist" it.
Smith accused the Republicans of building roads in precincts where they got their highest majorities in the last election. He said he would "cut out
this political road building."
Smith said he favors a "uniform fire department service
code" for the state so that "anyone could be able to count on a
firetruck coming to his home
when he needs it."

A three-man commission has
been appointed by U.S. Judge
Rhodes Bratcher to handle the
remaining land condemnation
cases ist the Land Between The
Lakes national recreation area.
J. Richard Flaherty, an
Owensboro attarney, will serve
as chairman of the commission,
with Forrest E. Gilliam of Paducah and George Long of Benton as members.
In a ruling handed down in
Western District Federal Court,
Judge Bratcher filed an 18-page
order setting up the new commissioe and 7/ pages of instructions to the commissioners.
The group is charged with settling 40 cases, listed on the order, which still have not been
concluded although TVA, developer of the LBL area, has
taken title to the property and
has developed it as part of the
recreation area complex.
The action by Judge Bratcher
brought an immediate protest
from the area chapter of the
Americeh toodbwriets
Hon, which said Its parent organization would Immediately
begin efforts to secure new
legislation in Washington which
would force the courts to provide jury trials in the remaining
cases.
In his order, Judge Bratcher
cited Rule 71A(h) of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure as the
basis for his action. The rule
reads in part, "If the action involves the exercise of the Dower

5 to 12 p. nt.
51.25
Children 75c SI'
oPEN WALKING WINNER- Bobby Caldwell
of Fulton rode Wicked Witch to the Open
Walking Class championship during the
Walking Horse Show at the Obion County Fair

Home Decorating
To Be Taught

DERBY

Monday night With Min are Hollis Hopper
(center) of McKenzie. the judge: Larry
Preuett. superintendent. and Kathy Adkins, the
ribbon girl. (Photo by Adelle)
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Fulton, Ky.

WADE FURNITURE TAKES DRASTIC
WITH A SMASHING

ACTION
oil

...A TOUGH NUT
TO CRACK—BUT
WE'RE DOING IT WITH
SPECTACULA1101 PURCHASES AND FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS
Yde re chopping down 1,1h p.. ond turning th• tables
on inflotion .right now, when the cost of livtng is high*,
than ire•ri Pric• drops lik• thes• rnolt• buying worthwhile
n something' Illustrated
b•cous• your doll.,,
acre o few of the tr•mendous buys w• hove in store to,
you Our store is filled w,th inflation stopping values you
on,,",01Y beli•ve Ao NOW

ottaIlle

.11.0

SIC441
Seq31"."

Your choice: Mediterranean cocktail
table, square or hexagonal commodes.

HEAVY - MASSIVE TABLES

YOUR CHOICE

$49.95

Higher Tuition

Is Approved

F rear Pu
C=119iiik
glouse
Hush
Tarter Salsa'
Preach Fries

it

Fulton Chamber Hears
Advice Of President

At Colleges

During a terrible storm in
1283 the North Sea masked
through the coastline and joingd
Itself to Lake Elam createg
the inland Zuider Zee.

)

of eminent domain under the
law, . . the issue of compensation shall be determined by a
commission of three persons appointed by it (the court)."
Judge Bratcher said his decision to invoke the commission
rule was based in part on the
crowded nature of the federal
court docket and because of the

nature of the cases themselves.
He noted that the properties
involved in the remaining cases
vary in "kind, character and
adaptability," and the proceedings present a variety of valuation problems. Different valuation methods have to be used on
different types of property, he
said, and often the trial of condemnation cases is confusing to
a jury and cannot be simplified
by an ordinary Jury chafte.
Also, the order stated, because of the distances involved,
it would be impractical for a
jury to view the properties, all
of which lie in either Trigg or
Lyon counties, and it would be
iMpollsible tor the same jurors
to try each case. However, a
commission c a n arrange Its
schedule to permit an actual
viewing of all properties with a
minimum of expense and time,
and can conduct its sessions
without undue delay, he said.
The order also gave the persons involved in the 40 remaining cases 10 days in which to
file written objections to the
order.
Mrs. Corrine Whitehead, of
Benton, regional director for the
Southeastern Region of the
American Landowners Association, said the order actually only
affects about eight property
owners, with the remainder being churches and cemeteries.
Of the order itself, she said,
"It's the job through on plans for a permaof the Chamber of Commerce to nent trailer site to be used by "It is with deep disappointment
stress to the people of Fulton- organizations such as a group and regret that we charge that
South Fulton that what they say of 35 which attended the recent the Federal Court in both Tennesse and Kentucky has cirand do has a direct bearing on Banana Festival,
cumvented the legislative intent
what people think of our comof the TVA Jury Trial Legislamunity."
tion passed by Congress in 1988.
These were the words of
"In denying jury trials to the
chamber president Joe Treas at
few remaining families eligible
the general membership meetin the Land Between The Lakes,
ing this week.
the courts leave this organiza"The type of community is
tion (ALA) no choice.
often determined by the attitude
"We shall go back to Conof its people and you never
gress and seek legislation proknow when it's an industrial
NASHVILLE. Tenn.
viding the mandatory right to
prospect you're talking to," he
state education official says the trial by jury in cases of land
added.
Treasury Department's allowing condemnation by TVA."
Only a little over 81.000 is alreadv approved tuition inMrs. Whitehead also referred
needed in contributions to pay creases at Tennessee colleges
for the 80 new Christmas deco- and universities will mean "the to remarks by both Sen. Howrations for the twin cities, Guy difterence of being in the red and ard Baker, R-Tennessee, and
in the black."
Sen. John Sherman Cooper, RUpton reported.
Dr John H. Smith. assistant Ky., made at the time the TVA
The new decorations have
been ordered, and it is the hope commissioner of education. Jury Trial Legislation was
of the committee that enough made the comment after officials passed. Both senators expressed
in Washingtt)ii announced that
the hope that commission apfunds will be raised to increase
increases already approved.
the number.
would be allowed to. stand The pointments would be made only
A joint meeting of all Fulton- Treasury spokesman said the in what they termed "unique
South Fulton Cis lc clubs was tuition increases w ill apply both and extraordinary cases."
suggested for sometime in Oc- to public and private universities
She also quoted from a letter
tober to hear the proposed plan
Higher from Sen. Baker regarding a
Tennessee
The
for Harris Fork Creek improve- Educatioe approved increases in similar order barring jury trials
ments. Mayor Nelson Tripp re- outsif-state tuition to S200 per to two persons in Tennessee. In
ported that a large represents- term at universities and a total that instance, the senator said
tion of business people is de- increase of 585 was approved for the action
was an obvious cirout of-state students at coinsired.
cumvention of the intent of the
The chamber recommended munit colleges.
-It mould be a real blow to i‘tir TVA law and pledged his Imthat the city of Fulton follow institutions now if the nione
mediate support for mandatory
which had been included in ap, Jury trial legislation should simpropriatiom requests acre to be ilar actions occur in any furthdrawn2• said Smith. ap- ther TVA land
condemnation
plauding the announcement
lean" He officials still are cases.
Mrs Whitehead indicated that
awaiting an official ruling on
whether teacher salar increases ALA attorneys will file objecAn evening division course will will go into effect The legislature tions to the order by Judge
be offered in Interior Decorating approved average salary in- Bratcher and said the
organiand Design during the for- creases of $400 per year for the
thcoming fall quarter at Dyer- state's 40.000 teachers and some zation will seek remedial action
*burg State Community College local school systems nave voted also through the Congress.
Alan Burton, a well-known additional funds
When men and wrimen
interior designer from Jackson,
The status of both the tuition
Tenn., will be the instructor The and teacher increases was fight for principle rather
course will meet each Thursday questioned aft . President Nixon than for per,40i al advantages
between land 9 p.m. for 12 weeks announced his 90-day wage-price the so-callc-ci human race
of freeze
during the fall quarter
will be moving along.

AMSTERDAM — Ration en0neers nearly 2,000 years
were responsible for
canal system. The River Veal,
flowing into Lake Flaw), iii
the lower Rhine, flowing
the Betuwe--now a fruiting district—were Joined by
canal built by a Roman en.neer named Drusus.

FRIDAY NIGHT
FISH
FRY!

He also repeated his pledge to
work for a moratorium on new
highway construction until all
routes used by school buses are
paved. He said road projects
now planned, such as interstate
highways, would be built under
his pfan but that others would
not be undertaken until the
school routes are surfaced.

Commission Will
Hear Land Cases
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Terms
Free
Delivery

75,000 BTU
GAS SPACE HEATER
WITH AUTOMATIC THERMOSTAT
AND RADIANT FRONT

$119.95
$139.95 With Blower

w•of• c omfort for
P los
rocking and 'reclining.

$59.95
CARPET
20,000
Sq. Yds.
$5.00 Sq.Yd.
Magic Chef

LIVING ROOM SUITES
REGULARLY $299.95 TO $339.95

Your Choice $249.95 With.Trade

Dishwasher
$199.95

And Up

INSTALLED
With Heavy
hbber Padding

MULTI -CYCLE

ADE FURNITURE CO.

Located loud to the Old & Third National Bank in down town Union Cit .

S vie
S30•
• ,op
m
...Aplz
Poi., 414
4.44CA

rep

4• Cibuis
$89.95
Reg.

$1495

DON'T WAIT! BUY ON BUDGET TERMS! PHONE 885-2732

1
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Fulton, Ky.

Magnavox
& Our Store
light
inflation

...by price-reducing
this newest TAP
COLOR TV CONSOLE

neW IMPROVED TOTAL
AUTOMATIC COLOR—for
far greater tuning ease,
better, more uniform color!

new
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Why settle for last year's model of another brand?
Our newest Magnavox fall models are here—now!

This is your year
to be years ahead!
STEREORAMA
by Magnavox

MATRIX TUBE—

for brighter, sharper, UltraRectangular Pictures!

Magnificent to see—on or off! Model 7156,in authentic Mediterranean styling, combines the new and improved
TAC System with fine furniture craftsmanship. Other convenience features include Quick-On pictures and sound
plus Chromatone for added picture depth and richer colors.
Early American, Danish Modern, Contemporary, plus Italian and French Provincial styles also available.

new

MAGNA-POWER
CHASSIS—for improved
performance and greater
reliability!

Magnavox Total Automatic Color is a complete electronic system!
TAC lets you kick that bothersome tuning habit by automatically
keeping flesh tones natural and pictures sharp. It eliminates the need
for jumping up and down to adjust controls, for it remembers to give
you a perfectly-tuned picture—with the right colors—instantly and
automatically —on every channel, every time! The new ultra-rectangular and ultra-bright Mattis Tube—unlike many others—has a black,
opaque substance surrounding each color dot—resulting in far better
picture contrast, sharpness and far more brightness. The new MagnaPower Chassis with many solid-state components, assures better
performance and greater reliability. Don't settle for anything less than
a magnificent Magnavox with new and improved TAC!

t/
Total Automatic Color —plus huge 25" diagonal measure pictures! You would expect to pay much more for
model 7110! Its easy-to-tune TAC System (less Matrix
NOW
Tube) will delight you . . and so will its
other extra-quality features: Quick-On gt,
pictures and sound, tone control, and its 41
Bonded Circuitry Magna-Power .84

New...bold ...intriguing

STEREO PEDESTAL —from
the people who have been making it
sound great for a long, long time!
Brilliantly styled Stereo FM /AM Radio with 8-Track Cartridge Tape Player
—model 3521 takes up just over one sq. ft. of floor space, yet offers superb
performance with: 20-Watts EIA music power plus an Air-Suspension
Speaker System with two 6" High Compliance Bass Woofers and two
3W' Tweeters that project sound from both sides. The cartridge player
offers front loading, automatic program changer, continuous play, illuminated track indicator and track selector button. The top of the striking and
unusual cabinet is of mar-resistant material with the appearance of slate. Finished on all four sides, it's perfect anywhere. Discover the exciting world of Magnavox Stereo!

Compact Console TV,
282 sq. in. BIG SCREEN
'1

$349

1

simulated picture

Thrilling pictures almost
four times larger than
today:s average portable
This superb performing Magnavox model 5572 will
bring you years of viewing pleasure with photo-sharp
22"diagonal measure pictures. Extra-value features include pre-set VHF fine tuning plus Quick-On pictures
and sound. Just one of many
Magnavox TV values. See it.
Your choice of this Early American or
Contemporary styles.

$21990

Stereo FM /AM Radio-Phono—in space-saving Mediterranean styling. Only 36" wide, model 3323 has 10-Watts
EIA music power, four high fidelity speakers, Automatic
Mark I Record Player, plus record storage. Also in Early
American and Contemporary design. Your choice . . .

/29

OUR INVENTORY IS COMPLETE
ON 1972 MODELS!

The Stereorama Collection—created for the audiophile . . . and for the
person whose world is a fun place to be! It's a striking collection of acoustical
engineering housed in distinctive cabinetry. Four boldly dramatic models—
each unlike the other. The look and sound of tomorrow—today!

"We service everything we sell"
Open 8: am to 5: pm Mon. Thra Sat.

Magncriecox

— Free Parking —

Leadership and excellence in electronics since /91/

WADE TELEVISION
45 51 By -Pass Fulton, Kentucky

T

Study Says U.S. Stresses Transit
In Kentucky At Expense Of Airports

able would be spent for highBy WILLIAM BRADFORD
ways, 8.2 per cent on public
Associated Press Writer
transit and 3.8 per cent on airFRANKFORT, Ky.
state study putting a $8.6 bil- ports.
A continuation of spending on
lion price tag on Kentucky's 20'ear transportation needs says that pattern, the study indicates,
:that public transit would get too would mean that too much
...much and airports not enough would be slated for public
ender preaent federal pattenw. transit and not enough for airThe total dollar figures, coin- ports.
Nunn pointed to that discreping to $5.8 billion for highways
If all the needs were met, com- ancy in a statement released
bine federal and state money with the announcement of comalong the lines of present pletion of the report Friday.
"That doesn't mean we don't
matching formulas.
Spindletogi Research and the need money for mass transit
Kentucky Program Develop- systems," he said, "it just
ment Mice prepared the study means for example that, given
for the U.S. Transportation De- two dollars, our needs study inpartment. Each Of the states is dicates that Kentucky should
doing likewise, for a report to put $1.50 in airports and 50
be submitted to President Nixon cents into mass transit, but
that's not what the projected
and Congress early In 1972.
The study shows that 87.2 per federal funding trend would
cent of Kentucky's total trans- bring about.
"It's important to us and to
,portation needs over the 30-year
:period would be for highways. the federal government to know
Another 8.1 per awn would be these things," Nunn noted."With
needed for public trallait and 6.7 more studies like this we could
prevent disproportionate spendper cent for airports.
However, if the past spending ing instead of trying to correct
• patterns of the federal govern- it."
ment were continued. 88 per,
.sent of the total money avail-

Agriculture Stabilization and
Conservation office(AK)to the
state disaster committee. This
group is expected to pass on the
application to the appropriate
federal committee.
If approved,it would mean that
federal funds would be made
available to farmers to restore
farm land, to rebuild levees and
farm ponds and to remove debris.
County Agent Joe Martin said
today the local disaster relief
committee, of which he is a
member, figures there are at
least 40,000 acres of crops on
bottom land fields within the
county which are damaged
Mr Martin said damage to this
land runs from leper cent to total
loss. He said much of these
crop
Four contestants in this year's
Miss tennessee Pageant, to be bottom land fields are in the
staged next week in Atlantic City, Obion River bottoms but many
N.J., are natives of Tennessee, others lay in creek bottoms
including Miss Tennessee, throughout the county
He said his committee
Marsha McDonald, a native of
estimates the damage at $2
Union City.
Miss McDonald, who appeared million
"The rain during the past two
at the Obion County Fair Monday
mitt, is pow a resident of Nash • weeks has turned these bottom
ville The daughter of Mrs Mary land fields into a mess," he said.
Among those hit hardest by
Virginia McDonald and the late
Maurice McDonald, she won the flooding are Henry and Lee Tull,
state title at the annual pageant who have cleared and planted
in Jackson last month. She land on both sides of the Kenton
represented Memphis State river bridges, Buddy and Billy
University in the Jackson event. Grisham, who farm just off the
Miss McDonald is the grand- Kenton highway, Owen Denning,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey McCoy Thompson and Judge T.
Morris of Rives and the niece of Willie Jones of the Obion area,
H.P. Callicott Jr. of Union City. who have also lost many acres of
is crops because of the high water.
Another
Tennessean
Deborah Ann Lambert, Miss
West Virginia, who was born in
Twenty two million U. S. cititheir views and comment to'the Knoxville and Nancy Harper,
justment..
Montana, was born in Nash- zens will make trips abroad in
Miss
commissioner of Social Securi- ville.
1971.
Under present regulations,
ty
Medicare providers must submit an annual cost report covering a 12-month operating period.
Selection of the period is at the
discretion of the provider. It
need not coincide with any 12month period the provider has
established for other purposes.
Currently, all providers - except those operated by government and certain other exempt
organizations-must file an an-

Most of the actual work for
the study was done by state
transportation agencies and local areas divided into gyve
groups. Those groups were lime
urban areas with projected
ulations over 50,000 by 1990,
small urban areas with populations of 5,003 to 50,000 and rural
Cases."
areas.
DeTransportation
the
When
partment asked for the report,
The large urban areas were
it gave Kentucky a figure of
$2.76 billion to use as a projected Louisville, Lexington, Owenstotal spending figure. That was boro, Ashland, Paducah, Bowlstrictly a figure to use for plan- ing Green and the Boone-Kenning and did not represent any t o n-Campbell County area
type of commitment, the depart- across from Cincinnati.
There were 42 small urban
ment said.
and
figure
total
Using that
areas. For the most part, their
past spending patterns, the needs and those of rural areas
bebillion
$2.4
study projected
were taken from localized transing spent on highways In Ken- portation planning studies alyears,
20
next
the
over
tucky
ready completed by the state
$227 million for public transit Highway and Aeronautics deannd $106 million for airports.
partments.
But the study put the ideal
Nunn commended the effort,
spending in those areas for the
20 years at $5.8 billion for high- which he called "an experiment
ways, $403 million for public to give Congress a stronger retransit and $448 million for air- alistic basis for examining its
transportation funding agencies
ports.

And in a forwarding letter to
U.S. Transportation Secretary
John Volpe, Nunn said that
"only in the area of public transit do we have any reluctance regarding the reliability of the
needs, since current needs studies were not available in all

Proposed new cost reporting
regulations for Medicare providers should prove administratively advantageous both for providers and the government, according to Robert M. Ball, commissioner of Social Security.
The proposed regulations require hospitals, extended care
facilities and other providers operating under Medicare to align
their Medicare cost reporting
periods with their annual Internal Revenue Service income tax
or informational return reporting periods, and to adopt IRS
due dates as the due dates for
filing Medicare cost reports.
Ball noted that the proposed
change, published in the Federal
Register, would permit pro-

CLPILIFIED
Bo MUCH,, .
'or so LITTLE...
***•**•***
Only 5c per word
to reach
8,500 Homes I
FOR SALE: New brick house
hi Cunningham Subdivn,
Ellinton, Ky. Two bedrooms,
2 baths,
/
large family room, 11
.1Wear enclosed garage, wall
x 180150
4o wall carpeting,
foot lot, central heat and air,
gas heat, garbage disposall,
large utility room and storage,
bts of cabinet space. Leonard
Bailey; 653-4242.

Consumers nearby need Rawieigh Must:hold Products. You
can make $3 an hour and more
oiling them. The Products sell
themselves. Write giving Phone
no. Ray Harris, Ravaleigh Co.
Pteeport, Ill. Phone 815-2321161.
AVON CHRISTMAS selling
starts soon. Enjoy extra income
for school expenses and gifts.
Openings now available Contact Margaret Taylor. Box 1022,
paducah, Ky. 42001, phone 898*08.

nual in
me tax or informational riKurn with IRS. The proposed regulations would allow
providers which are not required
to report to IRS to continue to
make their Medicare cost re
ports under present procedures.
The proposed regulations
would be effective for cost reporting periods beginning after
Dec. 31, 1971. Interested parties
have 30 days from Federal Reg.

Emergency Room Conference
Scheduled In Union City

The hospital emergency room,
crossroad for victims of violence
and sudden illness, will be the
subject of a three-day conference
for Mid-South nurses and other
health professionals at Union
City Sept 15-17
The conference on emergency
room care, to be held at the
Poplar Meadows Country Club, is
being sponsored by Obion County
General Hospital, the Memphis
Regional Medical Program and
the University of Tennessee
Medical Units
About 150 persons are expected
to attend the meeting, including

ATTENTION:
To earn more money as a
eeeretary, you must master
shorthand. Speedwriting ABC
Shorthand . . . easiest to learn
. easiest to remember . . .
easiest way to a top job.
Taught excilusively in this vicinity at Bruce Business Institute, 308 Poplar. Martin. Tennessee. Telephone 587-4911. Enroll now for eight week course!
BULLDOZER SCRAPER
OPERATOR
TRAINEES NEEDED
Experience helpful but not
necessary. We will tram. Average earnings exceed $300.111
weekly. For Mimed:ate Appliregion write Safety Engineer.
Empire Express, Inc., Heavy
Equipment Divisibn, 236 Kraft
Street, Clarksville, Tennessee
3040, or gall Area Code 615445-6106

WANTED!
rim With Square Tim
S.

'
‘ '
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Balanced /
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•
WHEELS ALIGNED(
r

(Wheels

City Tire Co.
4111 W.State Line
iti, pima - pa. 47P-S741

Four From State
To Vie For
Miss America

CriC}

SEAL OF DISTINCTION- Miss Tennessee, Marsha McDonald,
and Congressman Ed Jones look over the office of the late Rep.
Robert A. Everett which is one of the feature attractions at the
Obion County Museum, located on the fairgrounds. The office
contains pictures which were in the office of the late
congressman. However, during construction, it was discovered
that Rep. Everett's congressional seal was missing. Rep. Jones
was called and responded by taking theseal from his Washington
office and sending it to the miseum.(Mote by Adelle)
, MEN NEEDED
in this area to train as

English Test
Is Scheduled

LIVESTOCK
BUYERS

MURRAY, Ky.-The Cooperative English Test-a requirement for admission to the
teacher education program LEARN TO BUY CATTLE,
will be given at Muray State
HOGS AND SHEEP
University on Saturday mornat sate barns, feed lots and
ing, Sept. 11.
ranches. We prefer to tr•ln men
21 to SS with livestock "porter's a,
Robert Rowan of the Testing
Co. local Interview. write age,
phone. address end background
Center at the university said
to
adbe
will
the free test
NATIONAL MEAT PACKERS
ministered In the ballroom of
TRAINING
the Waterfield Student Union
236 Town St.--Dept KY -146
Building at three times-8 a.m.,
Columbus, Ohio 43215
9:30 a.m., and 11 a.m.
411
-•••••••••••••-•-•-•
•••-•-••••••••••••-•

•lirG0OD YEARV=

Niders to base Medicare cost
reports on data developed during
management audits prepared in
advance of filing their IRS re
turns, rather than on unaudited
data which might later require
correction to reflect audit ad- istar....poldioation dasa..to submit
FOR SAIIE 1972 Binger Zigtag, used only 3 months. Like
mew Buttonholes, sews on butbag, and fancy designs: $29.50
casts or terms. Write S. S.
Pruitt, Box 165, Fulton.

',Mit Wheelchairt crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CTT'Y SUPER DRUG 406 ilAike
Fulton, Kt
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The state and federal governments have been asked to declare
Obion County a disaster area in
order to qualify a number of
farmers for federal flood relief
funds after recent rains caused
up to $2 million in local crop
damage.
An application was made
local
the
by
Thursday

Proposed Medic' are Reporting
Changes Held Advantageous

PROSE BOWL: When you feel
blue, just thank goodness you
arc not black and blue . . A
good author should spend hours
aan templating his nose!.

Fulton, Ky.

Seek Disaster Funds
For County Farmers

mar

Sed

me *V 0- ete

registered nurses, licensed
practical nurses, physicians,
therapists and other health
personnel, said Miss Ruth Bryce,
an assistant director of the
Memphis RMP
Topics to be covered include
the nature of an emergency,
treatment of shock, bites and
stings, accidental death, mass
casualties,surgical emergencies,
and psychiatric emergencies.
Among the faculty for the
conference will be Harold Butler,
M.D., Obion County medical

examiner; Miss Billie Dickerson,
R.N., director of director of
nursing at Obion County General
Hospital; and Robert R. Young,
M.D., Union City physician.
Faculty members from UT will
include Allen 0. Battle, Ph. D.,
assaciate professor, UT department of clinical psychology;
Louis G. Britt, M.D., associate
- The professor of surgery; Charles
WASHINGTON
Pentagon has lold a Senate sub- Mercer, MD., a heart specialist
committee that all servicemen and assistant professor in the
will be required to attend race department of medicine; and
relations classes in a new pro- William C. North, M.D. and Ph.
grant aimed at "changing be- D.. chairman of the department
havior rather than attitudes and of anesthesiology.
The conference is being offered
feelings,"
In a report to the Senate's with the cooperation of the
constitutional rights panel, the Tennessee Trauma Committee of
the American College of
Pentagon said:
"The individual serviceman is Surgeons, the Tennessee Medical
entitled to his own private beliefs Association and the Tennessee
on racial matters but he is not Hospital Association
entitled to act in such a way as to
create racial disharmony- that
may interfere with the order,
discipline and mission of the
militar services "
Subcommittee Chairman Sam
Three Union City blacks,
J. Ervin Jr . D-N C., saying he
had gotten complaints "about charged with armed robbery of a
reports of sensitivity training Martin motel and the rape of the
which the Department of Defense motel operator's wife last March
is requiring servicenien to at- 12. have pleaded guilty in
tend." told Secretary of Defense Vieakley County Circuit Court
Prince Hammond aril Leon
Melvin R Laird in a letter last
Mosley were sentenced by a jury
month
"There is a common impression of 12 men, three of them black, to
that this involves a degree of life terms in the state penitencoercion and probing of personal tiary The third man. Charles E
beliefs and attitudes that will Brooks. drew a 20-year term for
infringe on First Amendment armed robbery and an additional
10 years on the rape charge
treedoms.'•
Brooks did not participate in
In response Aug 10. Army Lt.
the physical rape. according to
Gen. Robert C Taber said the
investigat ling officers.
Defense race relations education
Hammonds and Mosley, along
program will not consist of
with a companion. Howard
sensitivity training. -nor will it
Blythe. originally were arrested
probe personal beliefs and atin Obion County and charged with
titudes that will infringe on First
attempted armed robbery of a
Amendment freedoms As we are Rives grocer who
was wounded
all aware, the present state of
when he fought off the would-be
race relations in the armed
bandits.
forces is as serious as il is in the
Later the three suspects
nation, generally "
escaped from the Obion County
- Jail
after slugging the jailor but
Massachusetts has 59 factories
were captured again in Illinois.
that make women's shoes.

Servicemen Must
Attend Race
Relations Classes

Accused Blacks
Are Sentenced
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STACKS 8( RACKS OF
GOODYEAR TIRES
MUST GO`,71 `r.ntrkurclearance
WHITEWALLS
2070off rir

25%off Fan
PUMAS
Madman
Tubeless
Size

Replaces

PM Price
Lite
Trade

Sale Price
Pe Trade
Needed

Plus
Fed. to.
Tax

$43.70

7.75-14
8.25-14
8.55-14

$47.95
$52.45

$32.77
$35.96
$39.33

F78-15

7,75-15

$44.55

$33.41

$2.54
$2.69
$2.95
$2.62

678-15

$48.80

$36.60

$2.80

1478-15

8.25-15
8.55-15

553.50

$40.12

$3.01

J78-15

8.85-15

$60.50

$45.37

$3.12

L78-15

9.15-15

$62.65

$46.91

$3.27

F78-14

G78-14
H78-14

Phis. Fad.
to, Tax'
Per Tire
$1.76
$26.80
$2.21
$25.50
7.35-14
7.75-14
$29.50
12.38
$2.55
$32.90
8.25-14
$35.60
$2.74
L55-14
$2,91
$40.45
8.85-14
' $1.74
$27.30
$2.42
7 75-15
$30.20
5.25.15
$33.90
$2.64
12.80
$36.55
I 55-15
$2.89
$42.90
•Ercept 6.50-13 Size - S Rib Tread Patter •These tire on sale till
78 Series low profile tire w th 7.rib trim •Sam $2
Saturday night
10 $34 on a set
VOINtevall
Tebelees
Slue
.
6.5013
E78-14
F78-14
678-14
H78-14
J78-14
5.60-15
F78-15
6711.15
N78-15
9.00-15

• The tire that cornes on many '71 cars • Save $10.93 to $15 67 each tire
• On sale till Saturday night

PROFESSIONAL

moNTEND
AMBIENT
195
My U.S. Cyr plus parts it needed *Id $215. eir•cond cars.

'SNAP BACK

"GOODYEAR"

BRAKE RELINE
OFFER

ENGINE
TUNE-UP
*2988

95

U.S sub add 14 for I cit.

9, Includes all labor and
these parts: • New
-, f
spark plugs,condens.
er, points.

•

Replaces

io
•(Jim
DR 17

Except
disc brakes,
Icemen cars

• Install brake linings all four
wheels•Inspect master cylinder,
hydraulic brake hnses•Remove.
clean. inspect. repack front
wheel bearings • Arid new fluid
• Adjust all four brakes
IF NEEDED, Wheel Cylinders $7.50 ea. Drums turned $3 00 ea. - front G
Seals $4.50 pr. Return SprMys 504 is

Reg. Price
Wile
Trade

Sale Price
Me (rade
Needed
$21.44
$72.80
$23.611
$28.22
$21.411
$32.36
121.114
$24.15
$27.12
$29.24 .
$34.32

WAYS TO
PAY AT
GOODYEAR

3

OUR CIVVN
Meslei
EASY PAY
PLAN
]

charge

glItm

=NM
LIBERAL BUDGET
TERMS! FINANCING
ON THE SPOT

NOW AT YOUR NEARBY GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
FULTON
Open Daily 7:30 a. m. to 5:30 p. m.
Tire
's and batteries priced competitively at the following Dealers:
L.'HARLES R. BENNETT GOODYEAR
4th & Depot Fulton, Ky.

CLINTON ALITOMO'nvE PARTS
Clinton, Kentucky

il

Fulton, Ky.
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Whatever Your Taste
Published by the Fulton County News at
209 Commercial Avenue, Fulton, Ky.,42041

SHOPPER

IS A
NEW TREAT EVERY WEEK

• Id,
late Rep.
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The office
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• ,vered
Jones
ashington
DED
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OCK
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• lots and
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Six

Thousand
Sevell
copies

Hundred

being readin of the FUN
LTO
6,700
lo and
homesin SHOPPEI? are
Fulton,South
th4, throughoutth,Zwitc
Ful:,4
Elorning,::
ii&Re area
trillre
birolimately
dotheir motivated to come to 23,000
people
our
buying
ibis
ofthe
advertisersto
weekend
Fulton
because
allkinds
of NEWS-SlIOPPEI? are thepages
it
filled with
groceries,attractively-priced
furniture, drugs, merchandise,be
wear,
appliances, used
shoes,
carsorreal Peady-loestate.
The
FULTON
established fo
help SHOPPER has
Widen
been
their trade progressive
area.
thousand
merchants
homes each Itgoesinfo over
L
sce Jo a
week that
three
Fulton
io
do
not sub_
rtise let paper.Ifyou
adve,
have
the Fulton
worth to
something
you.
SHOPPER prove
its

Fulton routes 1,2,3,4,5
The Shopper is delivered by mail to all
homes in Fulton and Clinton and to all
boxholders on the following routes in
the Fulton trade area:

Crutchfield route 1
Dukedom routes 1 and 2
Water Valley routes I and 2
Martin route 3
Clinton routes 1 and 4

Grafton
••:•••.'

Wingo route 1

Olivp

Votios
Pilot Osit
ShWe _

The Fulton SHOPPER was starts I iii

40:fttt.

Wood kind Palls

t.„

1965 and has been published continu-

to,thom

ously since that date by The FULTON'

Stoori..he
K.•;•;-

COUNTY NEWS at 209 Commercial
Avenle ti Fult.)n. .V.I.ve -Using rates
available on request. Telephone
(502) 472-1600 or 472-3412.

You can't gee more complete coverage than that: it's 100 %.
And you can't get more accurate delivery than that: it's put right in the
mailbox.
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vimmoremlft
U.S. CHOICE

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

FRYERS
29c ‘,. jA /Itil; Y

SIRLOIN STEAK SMOKED PICNICS
990

PLUS

WHOLE
LB.

Lb. 39c
Lb. 39c
Lb. 25c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 49c

.."

Lb. 19c
Lb. 12c
Lb. 39c
Lb. 33c

LB.

3-oz.

99c

VAN CAMP

3for

=Ivry

TAMALES
SALAD BOWL

29c

16-ox.

$1.00

3For

5 Can

SALAD DRESSING 32-oz.

AND ADDITIONAL
5.00 PURCHASE
EXpLUDING MILK &
TOBAACO PRODUCTS.
LIMIT ONE COUPON
PER FAMILY.

4k

1 Lb.

29c

Mos.

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON
WEDNESDAY

20 oz.
LOAF

WESSON

VEGETABLE OIL 48-oz.

79c

JACK SPRAT 22-os.

STOKELY

$1.18

1

ALL PURPOSE CLEANER 32-oz. 49c
PY-O-MT

PINK LOTION DETERGENT _ __ _ 39c
TURNER'S OR SWIFT'S

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 46-oz. _
BIG JOHN'S 20 114-oz. Can

,k

CAKE MIXES

ICE MILK 112 gallon

BEANS 'N FIXENS

ili
0%S
THF.

p:/0

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

ON FAMOUS

4

SIP SACK

FREE 69c Value • SIX PACK

1,40

SPECIAL
OFFER
Random House
Dictionary!

5c

•

Section No. 1 With $3.00 Food Purchase 4
Random House American Dictionary and I
Faint,/ Reference Library

Each section only 690

4 - ROLL PKGS.

CIIARMAN TISSUE

••••••
..... SINGLE ROLL BOUNTY PAPER

Cokes
Pepsi Cola
Dr.Pepper

32-oz.
28-oz.

49c
59t
490
,

JIFOAM 8-oz. Can

OVEN CLEANER
MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE

111.Can

49c

ligc
19c
91t

PUFFS FACIAL

TISSUE 200ci. 290

254 TOWELS 3pkg.

1

$1.00 _

CHILI With BEANS 3For

$

LAUNDRY DETERGENT 49-oz.

$1.00

EASY MONDAY

SATINES
KELLY'S

AJA

(While or Golden)

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.

MERIT

WITH THIS COUPON

BREAD

Lb.

-N
KELLY'S 1434-os.

HYDE PARK

CORN

894
SEXTTREAWLEANMBONELASTS
851

PLVS
QUALITY
STAMPS

moms,

14-ox.

Lb. 49c

Lb. JU4 CHUCK

LBS.

VIENNA SAUSAGE 4 for __ $1.00

PRIDE OF LLINOIS

SHORT RIBS
FRESH GROUND

PORK SAUSAGE
2 99

KAL KAN

DOG FOOD

$1.00

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON
WEDNESDAY

RANDOM
HOLsE

BOLOGNA

STAMPS

NESTIA

GRATED TUNA

FRANKS
2- LBS.
$1.19
LAKE BRAND Whole or Half nit

SLICED BACON
69c

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

1.11111•11M101
BEEF

REELFOOT CORN VALLEY

-01110011,
4•cm,
KREY

ard Fee*
'dome Liwwy

Q
PU
LA
US
LITY
STAMPS

LB.

AtITY
II
QIU'U
STAMPS

HOT DOG

REELFOOT

MEAT89c
PATTIES
18 oz.
PKG.

Lb. 69c

LEGS
BACKS
NECKS
ROASTING CHICKENS
CUT-UP FRYERS

DUNN'S FROZEN

g
...........:
..
writ:1mm /1

6-8 #
AVERAGE
LB.

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

LB.

LOIN SLICED
69c

IIIMINERWRMIIIIMMNINNwb,‘111

MOTLEGS AND THIGHS
WINGS
THIGHS
GIZZARDS

INSTANT TEA

PORK QUARTER

REELFOOT

2

t

•

e -41t, THIS
.
4,
\
\
,
CELE
RY
2
BANANAS
WEEK 1 •
THE MOST USEFUL 11005
YOUR EMILY WILL EVER OWN!

•

.

• Over 2$0,000 List*:
• Over 1550 pages with large
readable type
• 54 page full-color modern
Itommend atlas and gazetteer
• Foreign language dictionaries
—French & Spanish
•Profusely illustrated with
Wet 1500 drawings
•Dist 110 pages of famous
Rotations
• Mafor events in world history
•Complete Etiquette Coble
ileilind for moderns

,.GOLDEN

RIPE

LB.

1

. CORN 6

-'..!.0BALITY STAMPS

4,,
6

Redeem this coupon!

4.-1:1S

•

ONE CONTINENTAL CHINA
0
MUG REG. $1.29 WITH THIS
COUPON AND $3 GROCERY
A
PURCHASE.
9

4

,

994

One Continental take Plate
in the pattern of your chorea

FOR

Offer Good NeXf 7 - Weeki

:

4

...t.............

THIS AD GOOD THURS. San. 9th, mitt! WED, SEPT, I5th, 1971

SON.S.1 .,.........•. .

"1111AXI-SAVINGS" .

pr supERmARHET
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES,

41111.11.....

•

I.

Alz-54.-wyjk.

SW ET YELLOW

LETTUCE

Your No. 2 Quality
Coupons Are Good This
Week For 300 FREE

FOR

23
isP E.W.JAMES 0

NICE FIRM HEADS

MIMI .1111100 .0111.11 VI AS

(FANCY STALKS

.,

Redeem this coupon!

.
.

THIS •
WEEK •

,cCILIPON

;

"NE CONTINENTAL
EG
r2N9T
%=M
TI
I
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AND $3 GROCERY y
,., puRCHASE

99t- :
•
Offer Good Next7 - Weeks
b••••••••••••••••4

